ARMSTRONG INTRODUCES COLORTONE™ CEILINGS FOR JUST PENNIES MORE THAN PLAIN WHITE

Today, commercial interiors increasingly reflect a new sense of warmth and an emphasis on color. Now, using new Cortega™ Colortone Ceilings, designers can bring natural colors to their interiors without adding a lot of expense.

Choose from four neutral shades. Or your design may call for the added drama of brown or black. Whichever color you select, Cortega Colortone gives it to you for just pennies more per square foot than ordinary white ceilings.

All six colors, shown below, are available in standard 2' x 4' lay-in panels. And 2' x 2' tegular-edged panels come in the four neutral shades. Coordinated grids are also available. Cortega’s mineral fiberboard offers acoustical efficiency in an NRC range of .50 to .60, with the popular textured look of nondirectional fissures.

For a free booklet with more information about these colorful ceilings, write to Armstrong, Dept. 07NAJ, P.O. Box 3001, Lancaster, PA 17604. Or use the reader service number below.

You’ll see how easy it is to add color to the ceiling without turning the bottom line red.

![Color options](image)
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17 good reasons to specify Azrock Floors.

Azrock Floors stand up to everyday wear, year in and year out. So you can specify durability, beauty, low cost, and easy maintenance. For more good reasons to include Azrock vinyl composition tile in your school plans, call toll-free 800-228-2222 (in Nebraska, 800-642-9642), or write Azrock Floor Products, Dept. 413A, P.O. Box 34030, San Antonio, Texas 78233.

The name to specify in resilient floors.
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Do you see what we see?
Six faces of Karastan—
all conjured from one fiber.
Kara-loc® woven or tufted,
textures ribbed or smooth,
piles cut or looped, colors
skein-dyed or piece-dyed—
all are created from
ANTRON® III NYLON.
This gifted fiber stays fresh,
colors superbly, conceals soil,
controls static.
Karastan's many faces are
unmatched in the contract field.
If we don't have it, we will conceive
it for you. In colorvoryant tones
that designers and architects love
working with. Equally important,
Karastan contract specialists
are with you before, during and
after installation.

Karastan
The public carpet
with the private look.

Call Contract Sales: (212) 986-3134

LATTICE WEAVE  KARAPoint  VELVET MAJESTY

Karastan Rug Mills, A Division of Fieldcrest Mills, Inc.
919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
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EVENTS

Aug. 1: Deadline for entries, 1980 Pre-stressed Concrete Institute awards program. Contact: PCI, 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606.


Aug. 7-10: Mississippi Chapter/AIA and Gulf Coast Section/AIA convention, Biloxi, Miss.


Aug. 17-21: Viable Energy and Living Alternatives for the New Decade Conference, College of Santa Fe, Santa Fe, N.M.

Aug. 17-21: Exhibition on innovative de-sign solutions in justice facilities, San Diego, sponsored by AIA and the Ameri-can Correctional Association, held in conjunction with the Congress of Correc-tions.


Aug. 27: Advances in Color Technology Symposium, San Francisco, held in conjunction with the meeting of the National American Chemical Society. Contact: Lawrence R. Lerner, Harmon Colors Corporation, Box 419, Hawthorne, N.J. 07507.


Sept. 1: Deadline for registration, com-petition for design of a tensioned mem-brane theater. Contact: Helios, 1602 Ta coma Way, Redwood City, Calif. 94063.


Sept. 5-6: Missouri Council of Archi-tects/AIA, annual meeting, Kansas City.

LETTERS

Component Awards: The AIA JOURNAL is now one of the best architectural magazines in the country—stimulating, well conceived and usually well docu­mented. The Mid-May issue, however, was dismaying in its coverage of the Western Mountain Region/AIA and the Colorado Chapter/AIA awards programs.

Dominick Associates in Denver won two awards within the Western Mountain Region. Pahl-Pahl-Pahl, Denver, won awards from both the region and the Colorado Society of Architects/AIA, as did Seracuse-Lawler & Partners, Denver, and yet none of these firms was included or mentioned in the Mid-May coverage (p. 55).

The West, and in particular the Western Mountain Region, is experiencing tremen­dous growth, and the architects in the region are among the forerunners in the design effort to speak to the issues of energy conservation and regionalism. Be­cause we are not aligned with either coast and, therefore, have little access to the publishing networks which have inundated the media with the works of the New York school, the Whites, the Grays, the Silvers, does not mean that there is insignificant work being attempted in the Western Mountain Region. As a national publication, supposedly representing na­tional design and building concerns, for the AIA JOURNAL to edit out architects in this area does everyone a disservice.

Peter H. Dominick Jr., AIA Denver

Since I have recently joined the Colorado Society of Architects/AIA, I have not witnessed before the process of reporting component award winners in the JOUR­NAL.

It seems to me that a great disservice is being done to the winners of these awards and to the local, state and regional components that sponsor them if all winners are not recognized.

Trudy McDermott Executive Director Colorado Society of Architects

Even in an issue the size of Mid-May, we could not possibly publish all of the com­ponent award winners. So we make a se­lection that we hope makes up a repre­sentative sampling of what’s being built across the country. One of the reasons we started to do this last year was to recog­nize areas that don’t normally get much coverage in national media.

Compliments: The article “Medieval Cities’ Renewed Relevance” by John J. Desmon, FAIA (May, p. 36), is beautifully written, photographed and drawn.

James P. Goldman, AIA Pittsburgh

I’m sorry that it has taken me so long to write this, but my pleasure over the recent Third Annual Review of New American Architecture issue (Mid-May) has bumbled over, and here’s my letter.

When I joined AIA 15 years ago, it would have been impossible to believe that someday the JOURNAL would be the only periodical left in America to give serious consideration as an “architectural” magazine. The JOURNAL is interesting; it is surprising; it is fun; it is beautiful.

Quite frankly, the thought of missing out on the JOURNAL helps persuade me to continue my membership. If I had a choice, every dime of my membership fee would go to your little shop.

Jim Morgan, AIA New York City

Corrections: The new campus of the University of Texas at San Antonio was designed by the joint venture of Bartlett & Cocke Associates and Ford, Powell & Carson, both of San Antonio (Mid-May, p. 260). And the Edward R. Roybal health center (p. 205) is the work of Daniel Mann Johnson & Mendenhall, Los Angeles.

John Paul Ehrig of Clearwater, Fla., was incorrectly listed in the June deaths column. The reference should have been to Mr. Ehrig’s father, Paul J. Ehrig of Trenton, N.J., who died last September.

A news story in the June issue (p. 21) said that the Virginia Society of Archi­tects/AIA had opposed the state’s recently enacted A/E procurement law. To the contrary, the society worked for three years to enact the legislation.
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DOVER ELEVATORS
Cover North America.

You'll find Dover Elevators everywhere you look.
That's because, in addition to the 122 Dover Elevator Company offices, Dover elevators are sold, installed, and serviced by 24 independent distributors who operate under their own names.
These distributors have been handling Dover Oildraulic® and traction elevators for many years. They have built valuable reputations for customer service unequaled in their areas.
The Dover distributors are provided the same factory training, the same constantly updated technical assistance, and, of course, the same quality equipment we produce for our Dover Elevator Company offices.
Whether it's Dover Elevator Company or one of our independent distributors, we are devoted to giving you the best elevator service anywhere.
If you can't find Dover in your phone book anywhere. Or write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Marketing Service, Dept. 662, P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, TN 38101.
Columbia does it again!

P2 Parabolume...the low energy lighting for the 80's!

P2 Parabolume is the most practical innovation in parabolic fluorescent luminaires since Columbia Lighting introduced the original fifteen years ago. P2 Parabolume optimizes energy performance while maintaining the high visual comfort commensurate with good lighting practice. Specify P2 Parabolume...the most precise lighting device in today's recessed fluorescent market. Call your Columbia Agent or write us.

Columbia Operation
GTE Products Corporation
T. A. Box 2787/N. 3808 Sullivan
Spokane, WA 99220
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Convention Votes to Discard AIA Mandatory Code of Ethics

By a vote of 1,379.88 to 800.80, delegates to AIA's convention in Cincinnati in June voted to replace the Institute's current code of ethics and professional conduct with a statement of ethical principles to be followed on a voluntary basis by the membership. Such action had been recommended by legal counsel and the legal decision impact task force, chaired by Robert M. Lawrence, FAIA, secretary of the Institute, following a study of ways to minimize legal risks by the deletion from the ethical code of any potentially anti-competitive elements. AIA's mandatory code has been in effect since 1909, although many of the rules have been revised in the intervening years and others have been repealed.

Discussions at grassroots meetings earlier in the year had indicated that further deletions from the existing code were not desirable on the part of the membership and that a revised and expanded set of ethical standards should be developed. As a result, the board of directors decided to refer to the June convention the question of whether such a new statement of ethical principles should be mandatory and enforced or should be written as a voluntary statement of principles. As a result of the delegate vote at the convention, the task force and board will draft a new document. Its adoption could come as early as the August board meeting.

Before the roll call vote on whether the statement should be voluntary or mandatory, President Charles E. Schwing, FAIA, had emphasized that the vote would be a "philosophical decision" of this issue alone, with debate on proposed contents of the statement to be ruled out of order.

William Marshall Jr., FAIA, former president of the Institute and a delegate at large, entered a motion for a third choice: a combination of the two concepts, with some sections of the statement mandatory and some voluntary. After considerable debate on the question as a whole, a standing, unweighed vote resulted in 84 votes for the combination, 232 for a voluntary statement and 166 for a mandatory one. President Schwing then ruled that a weighted roll call vote would be taken on the matter of a voluntary versus a mandatory statement only.

Earlier, there had been passionate debate on the issue, with those in favor of a voluntary statement saying that money expended in defense of a mandatory code could be better spent in informing the public regarding "what AIA is all about." One delegate said that "ethics must work under the assumption that morals are possible" and that a voluntary statement would reveal a "morally mature" AIA. Another emphasized that a voluntary statement should be regarded as an "opportunity to let the public know we have standards worth adhering to." "One of the earlier speakers stressed that AIA should not be seeking retribution by punishing those who stray from the norms of the profession. Those in favor of a mandatory statement stressed professionalism, saying that discipline plays a role in a professional organization. To abandon discipline, said a delegate, would be a disservice to the membership. Others said that unless there was enforcement, the ethical statement would not have meaning and that a member could violate the statement without fear of punishment. Others contended that the public would lose faith in AIA as a professional organization composed of members of integrity.

Delegates queried Lawrence, one asking if a return to a mandatory statement at some future date would be possible. He replied that there was "no legal problem." Another asked if prospective members could be asked to subscribe to a voluntary statement. Lawrence replied that compliance with a voluntary code could not be a "requirement" for AIA membership. Lawrence said that the bylaws provide for the suspension or termination of members who have been found to be in violation of their state registration laws and regulations. Could components have a mandatory statement of their own choosing if national AIA had a voluntary statement? Lawrence said the task force had not explored this question.

Among the amendments entered which were defeated was one to have a future convention vote on the contents of an ethical statement, a proposal to encourage members to carry a statement on their letterheads indicating that they subscribe to the AIA ethical standards and a proposal for the Institute to prepare various documents designed to inform the public that an ethical statement was "voluntarily assumed." An amendment to have the enforcement of ethics referred to state registration and licensing boards was not continued on page 14
Thonet’s family of bentwood classics are the direct descendants of the tradition founded by Michael Thonet. Since 1847, when Thonet first invented his technique, bentwood furniture has been universally acclaimed for elegance, durability, and flexibility. For more than a century, Thonet has set the international standard in both commercial and residential seating. The bentwood models we produce today are those which have proven themselves to be enduring classics—furniture that adapts perfectly to the interiors of today, and tomorrow.

For more detailed information about our bentwood furniture, please write:
Thonet
491 East Princess Street
P.O. Box 1587
York, PA 17405
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A related resolution on a code of ethics and professional conduct had been submitted by the Buffalo/Western New York Chapter/AIA, which had been supported by the board, as amended. A resolution passed by the convention delegates that the board study the “feasibility...to initiate a public relations efforts, in concert with other professions, to communicate the position that the establishment of ethical standards, and the embracing of same by a profession, is, in fact, in the public interest” and that AIA’s board report to the 1981 convention.

Convention Votes Bylaws Change To Raise Membership Dues in ’81

In addition to the ethics action, delegates to the convention voted to increase membership dues from $55 to $70 in the first year, from $80 to $95 in the second year and from $105 to $140 in the third year and beyond. In each membership dues category, $10 is allotted to legal costs. The bylaw change also raises supplemental dues by $5, from $155 to $160. The increase becomes effective in January 1981.

The bylaw change submitted to the convention had called for third-year dues to be increased to $120, but an amendment offered by Elmer E. Botsai, FAIA, former president of the Institute, changed the increase to $140. Botsai said AIA’s services the “lifeblood of the profession,” saying that architects cannot survive “by bleeding our Institute white.” The bylaw change was passed by voice vote, a request for a roll call vote having been defeated by the delegates.

Before the vote, Jay Barnes, FAIA, Institute treasurer, had told the convention that without an increase in dues, AIA in 1981 would face “a reduction in programs worth more than $600,000 plus legal expenses. Under the present level of services, the Institute would face a deficit exceeding $1 million in 1982.” He said that the dues increase was required because “the incredible rate of inflation we experienced in the 1970s has drastically reduced the real value of our dollars.”

Convention delegates also passed a bylaw amendment, carried by voice vote, that would increase associate member dues, raising the dues progressively for the first five years of associate membership from an initial $15 until the dues are equal to those paid by first-year members. According to the new change, the board “may adjust these levels in accordance with Section 3.” An amendment to stagger dues paid by associates over a three-year period rather than a five-year time schedule, as proposed originally, was defeated.

Other bylaw changes opened up associate membership “to those without an architectural license who have a degree from a school of architecture...and intend to obtain a license to practice architecture.” Another bylaw change that passed concerns the qualifications for chapter affiliate membership. In addition to professional affiliations who may be “engineers, planners, landscape architects, sculptors...and other artists, professionals in government, education, industry, research and journalism,” the amendment to the bylaws adds “and/or others who the chapter believes will provide a meaningful contribution by virtue of their employment or profession and are not otherwise eligible for AIA membership.”

The convention also passed a resolution, submitted by the California Council/AIA, calling for AIA’s board to “give first priority to the question of the future principles and purposes of AIA, and the appropriate roles of the local chapters, regional components and the national organization.” The resolution asked that the board “with the cooperation and support of local and state components...organize a broadly based, national dialogue to discuss and redefine the proper role, purpose and character” of AIA during the 1980s and that AIA “prepare and distribute prior to grassroots 1981 a plan and schedule maximizing local, regional and national involvement in the re-evaluation of the Institute’s purpose” that would include, among other things, an interim report to the 1981 convention and a final report for review and action to the 1982 convention.

Also carried was a resolution that calls for the board “to prepare an appropriate amendment to the bylaws to provide for associate membership representation” on the board, “for presentation and adoption at the 1981 convention.”

In another successful resolution, AIA expressed its concern for the “critical national crisis in housing.” It was resolved also that AIA encourage the National Science Foundation or another organization to investigate the “urgent problem” envisaged in the decommissioning of nuclear power plant facilities.

A resolution submitted by the Central New York Chapter/AIA that called for the board to refer the chapter’s proposed roofing design minimum standards to the commission on practice and design “for the purpose of seeking the development of an acceptable national roofing design standard” was defeated by the convention delegates. Another resolution submitted by the Buffalo/Western New York Chapter/AIA on a study to be undertaken of the “means and methods to promote the selection of AIA architects by clients” was tabled.

Lawrence, Broshar, Notter, Parker, Harmon Win Election

Robert M. Lawrence, FAIA, of Oklahoma City was elected first vice president/president-elect at the AIA convention. He will assume office in December and will become president one year later.

Lawrence is secretary of the Institute, and chairs the AIA legal decision impact task force. He was chairman of the 1976-77 ethics task force, the commission on professional practice, the PSAE board, the AIA construction management committee and the AIA/AGC liaison committee. A past president of the Oklahoma Chapter/AIA and the Oklahoma Council/AIA, he is a principal in the firm of Nofstiger, Lawrence, Lawrence & Flesher. He received degrees in architecture and architectural engineering from Oklahoma State University.

Three national vice presidents were also elected: Robert Broshar, FAIA, of Waterloo, Iowa; George M. Notter Jr., FAIA, of Boston, and Ray K. Parker, AIA, of Little Rock, Ark. Harry W. Harmon, FAIA, was elected to a two-year term as secretary.

Broshar, a partner of Thorsen-Brossard-Snyder, received his architectural degree from Iowa State University. During 1975-78, he represented the central states region on the board, served on numerous committees and chaired the commission on education and professional development. He is currently a member of the registration and ethics task force and chairman of the 1981 national convention.

Notter, of the firm Anderson Notter Finegold Inc., currently represents the New England region on the board and serves on the commission on practice and design. He has served on the finance committee, the long-range planning committee and the PSAE board. He received B.A. and M. Arch. degrees from Harvard University.

Parker, a principal of the firm Cromwell, Neyland, Trumper, Levy &Gattell Inc., currently represents the Gulf States region on the board and chairs the commission on education and professional development. He has been active in committees in the areas of marketing, membership, education, professional interest and government affairs and is a former director of PSAE. He earned his M. Arch. degree from Rice University and also holds degrees from Auburn and Arizona State Universities.

Harmon, executive vice chancellor of the California state university and colleges system, is currently in his third year on the board, representing the California region. He is chairman of the AIA Foundation and a member of the commission on continued on page 21
Owens-Corning sound dividers.
Designed so your design gets noticed. Not ours.

We don’t expect people at work to appreciate the classic lines of our sound divider system. They may not notice the handsome fabric covering. Or how beautifully the dividers fit together. They may never see the electrical raceway hidden in the base or the shelf-hanging capability. And they can’t possibly know that their privacy comes from our special sound-absorbent Fiberglas® core inside each panel.

What they will notice is what really matters: the total landscape you’ve created.
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It's Here! And It's New!

MASTERSPEC 2

Helps solve your problems -- from

design office to construction site

Problems of time, personnel, budget, production and liability — they exist in every practice. MASTERSPEC 2 can help you solve these problems. This new streamlined specification system can save you 50% in technical labor. The time saved frees up employees for more productive work. Helps your firm save and make more money.

Saves Research And Spec Writing Time
MASTERSPEC 2 is an easy-to-use master specification system that researches and evaluates optional products. It increases your efficiency by providing the specification data you need. It includes actual specification text with editing notes ... evaluation sheets and drawing coordination sheets. These help avoid the overlaps, inconsistencies and omissions that often lead to liability losses. From design office to construction site, MASTERSPEC 2 helps produce specs and drawings that are easy to read and understand.

You Can Depend On MASTERSPEC 2
It is a technically superior system prepared by PSAE's professional specification experts. They provide you with quarterly updates to keep you abreast of the latest innovations in technology, product performance and design applications. Because MASTERSPEC 2 is subject to formal review by the professional societies — AIA, NSPE and ACEC — you can depend on both the content and its language. MASTERSPEC 2 is recognized as the standard of the profession!

Adaptable And Affordable!
MASTERSPEC 2 contains a new stand-alone BASIC version, initially available at a cost of only $395, with yearly renewal at $245! This is all you may ever need. But there are also add-on options, including: 1. An abbreviated Short Language Version; 2. A more detailed Narrowscope Version; and 3. Diskette libraries.

Get Full Information Now!
CALL 800-424-5080 TOLL FREE!
Ask for Leonard Bain, AIA.
Free brochure, samples of text and other information available.

MASTERSPEC 2 is a product of PSAE, producers of systems for architects & engineers, inc.
A wholly owned corporation of AIA
1735 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

The comprehensive specification system endorsed by the A/E professions
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education and professional development, the finance committee and the 1980 long-range planning committee. He is a graduate of the University of Southern California.

R. Randall Vosbeck, FAIA, of Alexandria, Va., was elected last year to serve as president in 1981. J. W. Barnes, FAIA, of Austin, Tex., was elected last year to serve a two-year term as treasurer through 1981.

Board Gives ‘Priority’ Approval To Energy Education Project

At its preconvention meeting in Cincinnati May 29-30, AIA's board of directors approved and gave “priority” status to the launching of an “energy professional development master plan,” aimed at reaching practitioners, intern-architects and students with a variety of educational programs. The plan was proposed by the Institute’s energy committee and will be implemented under guidance of a special task force.

The plan calls for use of educational formats, including seminars, workshops, laboratories and the development of printed and audiovisual materials. The intended result, said the energy committee, is to have architects “understand and practice energy-conscious design as naturally as they concern themselves with good design itself.”

In approving the master professional development energy plan, AIA said that the profession must “grasp the opportunity to reassess its role in the transition to a postpetroleum world.” Adjustments to this new world, said the energy committee, can come only through continuing education. “Trained and committed professionals, supportive clients and the perfection of effective design tools are required.”

In other business, the board took the first steps toward implementing a proposal by the long-range planning committee, chaired by president-elect R. Randall Vosbeck, FAIA, for a restructuring of the commission and committee structure of the Institute. The board voted to establish six commissions: communications, design, education, government, member/committee affairs and practice to replace the current five: component affairs, education and professional development, government affairs, practice and design, and public relations.

The long-range planning committee suggested that the design commission—now separated from practice—include the committees covering specific building types plus those on energy, interior architecture, historic resources and others. The continued on page 24

DOLLARS-AND-CENTS QUESTION:
What’s the best choice for economical construction of a multi-building business park?

QUICK-AND-EASY ANSWER:
Tilt-up reinforced concrete for low construction costs and individualized design.

Westbelt Business Park, Columbus, Ohio, was started in 1976 as a joint venture of Vantage Companies and The Prudential Insurance Company of America. To ensure the commercial success of the park, the owners sought a fast construction method that would result in quick occupancy. They also wanted to make each building distinctively suited to individual tenants’ needs.

The answer: tilt-up reinforced concrete. With this proven low-cost technique, large concrete panels are cast horizontally on the ground with Grade 60 reinforcing steel and then tilted into vertical position. Hence, buildings go up faster, and tenants take occupancy sooner.

To date, the developers have constructed twenty tilt-up warehouse and office buildings in the Westbelt Business Park. Various unique surface treatments—exposed aggregate, ribbed relief, colors—were easily incorporated into the concrete during casting.

When built in 1978, construction costs were in the $7.50-$8.50 range per square foot for basic warehouse facilities. Other buildings in the park ranged in costs from $10 to $20 per square foot. Since 1978, costs for new tilt-up buildings have increased at a rate far less than the national inflation rate.

Besides economy, tilt-up concrete delivers all of reinforced concrete’s benefits: excellent fire resistance, low maintenance, favorable thermal properties, easy expansion capabilities, security, and more. In fact, for today’s business parks, tilt-up concrete answers all the questions beautifully. Write for Bulletin 7902.

DEVELOPER Vantages Companies, Columbus, Ohio
ARCHITECT Edwin D. Wagers, A.I.A. (All Projects)

THE ANSWER'S IN REINFORCED CONCRETE

DEVELOPER Vantages Companies, Columbus, Ohio
ARCHITECT Edwin D. Wagers, A.I.A. (All Projects)
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PPG SETS THE GOLD STANDARD IN GLASS.
The Midland Life Insurance Building, Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The centerpiece of a far-reaching urban renewal program. And a triumph in modern center city architecture.

One reason for the building’s success is 26,000 square feet of energy-conserving PPG Solarban® Gold Twindow® reflective glass. A breathtaking building skin that, literally, has earned its way into this design.

**THE STANDARD FOR BEAUTY.**
Perhaps the most striking characteristic of Solarban Gold is its true color. It isn't brassy or greenish like many other gold reflective glasses. Instead, its rich golden tone is distinctive and elegant. An excellent way to bring out the best in any innovative design.

Yet Solarban Gold never looks out of place. Its reflective qualities allow it to blend easily and naturally into practically any surroundings.

**THE STANDARD FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY.**
But beauty is only half the story. Solarban Gold is also the most energy effective of all PPG’s high performance glasses. Each panel boasts a U-value of .30. And spandrel units are available with even more impressive U-values of .08.

That kind of insulating efficiency is coupled with other energy-saving features to meet the design goal of a building that needs no heat until the outside temperature dips below 10 degrees Fahrenheit.

Solarban Gold is effective during the summer, too. By reflecting the sun’s heat, it reduces solar heat gain as well as the need for air-conditioning.

There’s much more to learn about PPG’s spectacular gold standard in glass. For more details, see Sweet’s Pp 8.26 or write PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.

PPG: a Concern for the Future

Architect: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, Inc., Omaha, Nebraska.
Owner: Midland National Life Insurance Company, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
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recommendation is for such committees as codes and standards, documents, liability and financial management to be placed under the new practice commission.

It is further recommended that state and local government affairs, formerly under the component affairs commission, be transferred to the government affairs commission. The newly created communications committee would include, according to the long-range planning committee’s suggestion, public relations, publications, the AIA library and the firm directory.

Vosbeck stressed that the long-range planning committee's intention was to combine or delete committees “where it can be determined that their responsibilities overlap or activities are duplicated.” The exact nature of the committees under the new commissions has been referred to the 1981 planning committee and will be submitted to the board for approval at an unspecified time.

The long-range planning report is divided into two parts: “near-term” recommendations that can be acted upon within about two years and “long-range” recommendations that include projected trends up to 1985. One of the long-term recommendations accepted by the board continues the existence of the long-range planning committee, extending planning from the current three-year range to five years.

The board also approved a conversion schedule developed by the American National Metric Council’s construction industry coordinating committee which sets Jan. 1, 1985, as the date for the initiation of metric construction.

Among other actions taken by the board were the following:

- Adopted revised policy statements on percent of art in architecture, architecture for recreation, historic preservation and government procurement policy.
- Accepted a digest of AIA public policies according to rules adopted by the board in March 1979, in which each policy item contains, among other information, a capsule statement regarding the policy.
- Accepted the report and recommendations of the communications commission, approving in principle its five-year plan of action to establish and maintain an evaluation of the internal and external communications of the Institute.
- Approved plans for the redesign and promotion of Inbrief, the new title of the Review of Architectural Periodicals, and its transfer to the publications department from the department of education and professional development.
- Voted to continue the competitions advisory service, seeking matching funds from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Imagination, Not Regulation, Required, Says Energy Secretary

Professional challenges, opportunities and responses in the 1980s were addressed by four theme speakers at AIA’s convention in Cincinnati on June 1-4. Charles M. Duncan Jr., secretary of the Department of Energy, was an additional speaker. He rejected a prescriptive approach to energy conservation in buildings, saying that the federal government should not tell architects how to design. “We want efficiency by design, not by decree,” he said. “To help solve our national need to use energy more efficiently, we need more innovation and imagination from architects, not legislation from Washington.”

Duncan said that he was “impressed” by AIA’s actions and programs in energy conservation and its support of DOE’s building energy performance standards, as well as the Institute’s campaign to assure that implementation of the standards is not delayed. He predicted that the federal government would be working more closely with AIA to achieve a nation of energy efficient buildings.

“We look to you,” Duncan told the convention, “to help make American home buyers and American corporate management aware of new designs for passive and active solar heating and cooling, new materials, new insulation, new building methods. We look to you to help take advantage of grants and loans that will be available from the solar bank and the conservation bank, and the tax credits already available to make America’s buildings energy efficient.”

Duncan called the lines at gasoline stations of last year the “Pearl Harbor” of the energy condition, signaling “the end of our energy innocence, the end of the delusion that oil was cheap and easy to waste because it was easy to get.” America “has begun to rethink its energy needs. And you, as architects, as visionaries who can turn concepts into concrete, must be at the forefront of this change,” he said.

The first theme speaker was Leon C. Martel, acting president of the Hudson Institute, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., and coauthor of The Next 200 Years. “In thinking of the 1980s and beyond,” he said, “it is hard to imagine a group of professionals who face a more complex and portentous challenge; for it can easily be said of architects—more than members of any other profession—that they serve the future.”

The 1980s, Martel said, were ushered in in a context of hope and concern. The hope lies in the fact that many of the problems of the 1970s, once considered insurmountable, are no longer so. The context of concern is caused by the unknown and unpredictable political factors that influence our lives, causing such problems as increased oil prices and inflation.

But, Martel said, his view of the future is “positive and realistic.” He predicted the continuing advance of technology as “the world’s great hope to escape poverty.” He believes that the long-run energy prospects are “very good,” with an abundance of solar, thermal and other renewable energy sources available by the middle of the 21st century. Less certain, however, are the short-term energy prospects, due to economic and political reasons rather than supply. He viewed inflation as the “disease of the ’80s,” calling for “tough” restrictive measures. More difficult to predict than the advance of technology, energy sources and inflation, he said, is future political action. He warned against “war by miscalculation,” the danger of which could probably increase if we “do nothing or do the wrong thing.”

In relating his predictions to architecture, Martel said that tried and true formulas will no longer automatically work. He urged the investigation of such things as cost efficient materials, re-evaluation of building costs and sizes and shapes of structures. “Design for the public good,” he said. And in challenging architects to design a better future, he said that there is one renewable resource forever: the acquisition of human knowledge.

The second theme speaker, Irving Kristol, coeditor of The Public Interest magazine, identified a “triple bind” of forces shaping America’s professions in the ’80s: bureaucratization, an identity crisis and rebellion. He advised architects to cope with these forces “the way we do with allergies.” He said “there is no rational answer that gets professionals out of the triple bind as the nation goes through a traumatic period in which the structure of society both professionalizes and deprofessionalizes us.” Today, young professionals are questioning our intellectual tradition, he said, and they consider authority to be irrelevant. When a profession loses its moral authority, he said, its credibility is challenged.

Speaking on the theme of “opportunity,” J. Irwin Miller, Hon. AIA, chairman of Cummins Engine Co., called upon the architect to look beyond the contractual client to the actual user of a building. “If you are designing a hospital, how will the hospital seem to and how will it work for one sick, anxious human being?” he asked. Great architecture, he said, is less than the structure itself, and more what happens to the person “year in and year out, as he experiences and uses the building.”

In addition to the user, the architect has another client, Miller said. It is the architect’s “own artistic self.” The demands of these two clients must be kept in bal- continued on page 27
Wait 'til you see the light.

Holophane Interior Lighting/Ceiling Systems.

Architects, and a lot of other people, appreciate beautiful ceilings. That's why they look to Holophane® for interior lighting/ceiling systems.

All the ceiling components are engineered by Johns-Manville. So our complete systems are not only beautiful on the outside, they have inner beauty, too.

Because good ceilings start with good lighting, J-M gives you a broad choice of high performance, energy-efficient fluorescent and HID luminaires.

Then, we provide a grid suspension that adds crisp lines to the total look, integral air handling, and a selection of acoustical panels.

These components can be formed into a variety of ceiling modules—giving you the freedom to create virtually unlimited design themes.

Ask your local Holophane sales representative to go over all the facts and figures with you, including ESI, STC and NRC information.

You can also consult Sweet's Div. 9 or contact Larry Edwards or Neil Thompson, Johns-Manville Sales Corp., Holophane Div., P.O. Box 5108 AIA7, Denver, CO 80217. Phone: 303/979-1000.
Meisel. Your answer to custom photomurals!

Your design calls for original photography and you have the negatives and transparencies on hand.

Good, we’ll put them into our special enlargers and produce the finest color prints and murals available anywhere, beautifully hand-finished as only Meisel does it!

You want a giant Scanamural?

Okay, we’re a 3M dealer and we can handle your Scanamurals, too.

We also offer black-and-white and sepia toned prints and murals. We make backlit transparencies. And we have developed special techniques to put a print on nearly any surface you specify.

Don’t worry about mounting. Our experienced people will mount your murals on panels or, preferably, right on the wall. And there is a five-year warranty on our installations.

But what if you don’t have your negatives and transparencies?

No problem. You can choose from our Special Collections or our Masters Library of 5000 Images. Or we can recommend top photographers who will create images that are uniquely yours. We really can solve almost any photographic problem!

So try us! We’re the world’s largest custom color lab and we have worked for many well known designers, including Alan Ferry Design Group, Gensler and Associates, 3D/Newhaus + Taylor and H.O.K. Their clients range from the U.S. Government to the nation’s largest corporations.

Now, we’ve added top-flight representatives to help us serve you even better. Check the list in the column at the right of this ad and call the one nearest you.

Or, for literature and information, write Meisel Photographic Design Division, P.O. Box 222002, Dallas, TX 75222.
The Institute from page 24 ance, he said. "If the user’s preconceptions rule, you will probably produce only mediocrity. If your artistic nature runs unchecked, you run the risk of coming up with an undisciplined embarrassment."

Miller urged the audience to take pride in the ancient profession of architecture, "without whose good services, civilization intuitively, prophetically, humbly; lose yourself in this great opportunity."

Near the conclusion of the convention, on June 4, Gerald M. McCue, FAIA, recently appointed dean of Harvard’s graduate school of design, served as a "synthesizer" of the speeches on the challenges and opportunities presented by others, and gave his own "response" for the architectural profession. He urged AIA to "abandon its attempts to legitimize business ambitions as being part of the professional field," saying that it should be acknowledged that the Institute "is an organization of individual architects, not an association of architectural businesses."

He suggested that AIA concentrate on two major responsibilities: "first, improving a profession that has as its central and over-riding responsibility the creation of excellence in works of architectural and, second, serving as advocate for improving the living and working environment of Americans, particularly the economically and politically disenfranchised."

McCue called upon professional firms to set "specific objectives" and to delegate responsibilities so that everyone in the firm participates. "Strong, adventurous firms should add specialized skills, pursue esoteric problem areas and provide services the environment needs and the public finds relevant," he said.

Recalling the words of Kristol, McCue said that most architectural schools, like other segments of the profession, also suffer from an identity crisis, stemming in part from a "failure to distinguish between the architectural studies as an academic discipline and the mastery of its knowledge and skills in preparation for professional practice." As a result there is "little understanding or cooperation between the worlds of academia and practice."

Turning to the individual architect, McCue urged a continuing commitment to professional development. "Experience is not a substitute for, but a companion to knowledge," he said. In his discussion of external factors that affect architecture, he said that the "critical questions are not outside but within the profession." The greatest weakness, he said, is a lust for business development. Among the strengths he mentioned is that "works of touch people in fundamental ways." He asked architects to "re-establish" their "love affair with the habitable environment, with forms of urbanization and with individual buildings."

Earlier in the convention, on opening day, Charles E. Schwing, FAIA, president of the Institute, said that the obligation to practice architecture "wisely and well" is at the root of what it means to be a professional. "To be a professional means more—much more—than a passive relationship with a client. It means steering that client toward quality, cost-consciousness, energy efficiency. It means integrity over profit... It means looking in the mirror and seeing not an egocentric snob, but a mere mortal who can achieve little without the creative support of an enlightened and responsible public."

Energy

Synthetic Fuels Appropriation Is Hammered Out in Washington

The so-called syn fuels bill (S932) cleared both houses of Congress late last month, giving President Carter a victory in his effort to forge a comprehensive energy policy. The compromise worked out by the House and Senate negotiators gives the new Synthetic Fuel Corporation $20 billion to grant loans, loan guarantees, price guarantees and purchase guarantees to industries for synthetic fuel development.

According to a House-Senate conference committee report, the Energy Security Act would provide $25 billion during fiscal years 1981-85 for a solar energy development bank, synthetic fuels development, biomass and alcohol fuels programs, renewable energy initiatives, geothermal energy development, etc.

Solar energy and energy conservation programs, funded at $3.14 billion during FY 1981-84, are the solar energy and energy conservation bank, grants for residential energy conservation, a residential energy efficiency program, utility residential conservation programs and a weatherization grants program.

The bank would exist until 1987 under HUD auspices and would be authorized to make payments to local financial institutions for below-market rate loans or a principal reduction on loans for solar and continued on page 28
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conservation improvements. Eligibility would depend upon both the income of the borrower and the type of structure to be improved.

For example, for energy conservation improvements, the maximum subsidy available for a single-family residence would range from 20 percent of the project cost (with a $500 limit) for borrowers with incomes between 120-150 percent of the area median to 50 percent of the cost for borrowers with incomes below 80 percent of the area median. For multifamily buildings, the rate would be set at 20 percent of the cost, up to $400 per unit. The rate for commercial buildings would be 20 percent of the cost, up to $5,000.

The maximum subsidy for solar improvements would be $5,000 for a single residence, $7,500 for a two-unit residential building, and $10,000 for a three-to-four unit building, and $2,500 per unit for multifamily residential buildings. For commercial buildings, the maximum subsidy would be 40 percent, or $100,000.

The bank would also provide matching grants for energy conservation expenditures for persons whose income is 80 percent of the area median or below.

In addition to the bank, a program would be established to determine the effectiveness of state and local agencies that contract with private companies to conduct residential energy audits and install energy conservation measures. The companies would be compensated according to the energy actually saved.

The Energy Security Act contains provisions for the omnibus Solar Commercialization Act of 1980. It calls for $220 million for the coordination of solar and conservation information activities by the Energy Department's secretary; the use of a 7 percent discount rate and marginal fuels costs in calculating the life cycle costs of conservation and solar investments in federal buildings; a three-year program, with a $10 million authorization in fiscal year 1981 to demonstrate energy self-sufficiency through the use of renewable energy resources, and changes in the federal photovoltaic program to incorporate greater flexibility in the deployment of photovoltaic systems.

The largest recipient of the $25 billion provided by the Energy Security Act would be the synthetic fuels development program, which would be funded at $20 billion, with the prospect of further authorization of $69 billion. An independent, wholly federally owned corporation would be established to provide financial assistance to the private sector in the development of synthetic fuels. National goals for synthetic fuels production are set for at least 500,000 barrels of crude oil equivalent per day by 1987 to increase to two million barrels per day by 1992.

DOE Seeks One-Year Delay For Performance Standards

The Department of Energy has asked Congress for a year's delay in the implementation of the controversial building energy performance standards which were originally mandated to go into effect in August of this year. In hearings before the Senate subcommittee on energy regulations, Maxine Savitz, assistant secretary of DOE, testified on June 4 that the Administration wants the year's delay. It was testified also that DOE would like to make changes in the standards and that a proposed revision would be published by February 1981.

There is already legislation before Congress that would delay the implementation of the standards for three years. In May, AIA launched a campaign in opposition to such a lengthy delay, stating that this would be "a giant step backward on energy conservation" (see June, p. 11). AIA has supported a one-year delay.

BEPS, as now proposed, would require a "design energy budget" for all types of new buildings, based upon computer analysis, and would require states to comply with the standards or risk federal withdrawal of funds for construction projects. The law setting up the BEPS effort was passed in 1976. Opponents of BEPS continued on page 30
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have contended that the standards, as proposed, would be unworkable and would be inflationary. AIA's contention has been that the standards would "encourage competition within the building industry to maximize energy savings for consumers."

Conference on Energy Design Planned for October in Canada

AIA and the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada are the joint sponsors of a conference on energy design to take place on Oct. 18-19 in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Planned for the agenda are energy design workshops and presentations by knowledgeable persons on design issues and the energy outlook. It is anticipated that architects, engineers, designers and government officials from Canada and the U.S. will be among the participants. Immediately prior to the conference, AIA's energy committee will hold its fall meeting in Toronto.

Attendance at the conference will be limited. For information, contact John Hoke, AIA, at Institute headquarters.

Solar Heating Systems Funded For 123 Federal Buildings

GSA will install solar energy systems for domestic hot water and heating systems in 123 federal buildings nationwide under a project financed by a $4 million grant from the Department of Energy. The new solar projects, says Rowland G. Freeman III, GSA administrator, represent "the beginning of a new and more advanced phase" of the agency's energy program.

"Until recently, GSA's solar energy projects were largely experimental. We were figuring out how solar works, what it does best and what its problems are. We also took a hard look at its economics. We now feel we can demonstrate the effectiveness of solar energy in government buildings, and encourage the industry with a 'big buy.'"

GSA will install 115 "standardized" solar domestic hot water systems in buildings that it controls. The water will be used in washrooms and cafeterias. The expected costs will range from $5,000 to $50,000. More complex heating and hot water systems are expected to cost upward to $300,000.

Funding levels, which are based upon a review of preliminary designs, are estimates and are subject to change. Total estimated costs for acquisition, construction and installation will be submitted for approval after the design is completed, says GSA. News continued on page 32
This 3/8" thick Romany® Paver meets all quarry tile performance standards... and more.

Even though Romany Pavers are 3/8" thick, they exceed all current A-137.1 performance standards for 1/2" quarry tile. When measured against seven physical properties, ASTM test results show that Romany Pavers are stronger, more durable, and of consistently high quality thanks to a rigidly controlled, dry-press manufacturing process.

The unglazed, smooth surface of Romany Pavers makes it ideal for interior and exterior floors, walls and other surfaces in institutional, commercial and residential applications. Rich, earth-tone colors like flashed or blended red, brown and camel, provide a truly natural look.

In addition, Romany Pavers can be used with our unique Orsan Heavy-Duty tile which is also 3/8" thick, to provide unusual and imaginative designs. Sizes include 6" x 6" and 3-5/8" x 7-5/8".

For details on Romany Pavers, contact your Romany-Spartan distributor. Or write United States Ceramic Tile Company.

United States Ceramic Tile Company

1375 Ralst Road, S.W.
Canton, Ohio 44711
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Sculptors Meet in Washington To Talk and Show Their Work

During the month of June, Washington, D.C., was transformed into a virtual sculpture garden, with artworks by 91 sculptors representing 35 countries animating staid government buildings, enlivening plazas and parks, dotting sidewalks and building entrances. Some 3,000 sculptors gathered in the nation’s capital from June 4-7 to participate in the 11th International Sculpture Conference, an event with 50 panel discussions, lectures and special exhibits mounted by the city’s museums and galleries.

Abram Lerner, director of the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, which has the finest sculpture collection in Washington, compared the event to the famous New York Armory Show of 1913, saying, “Surely, you cannot bring together thousands of sculptors without in some way altering the course of the arts.” Honorary chairman of the conference was Isamu Noguchi; others of international reputation included Joseph Beuys of West Germany, Kenneth Armitage of Great Britain, Max Bill of Switzerland, Joan Miró of Spain and Mathias Goeritz of Mexico, and from the U.S. came Louise Nevelson, George Segal, Peter Voulkos, Lloyd Hamrol, Nancy Graves, Robert Morris and Duane Hanson, among many others.

Some of the artworks were created for Washington sites, others suited them as though tailor-made. For example, a bearded, cast aluminum giant by J. Seward Johnson Jr. fights his way out of the earth on a point of land jutting into the Potomac River (Johnson, a Band-Aid heir, also personally guaranteed the financial well-being of the conference); a laser sculpture by Rockne Krebs plays upon the monuments of Washington, conjuring up the image of a glowing eye halfway up the Washington Monument; a sculpture by Nancy Graves made of camel continued on page 35
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VICRTEX® offers two wallcovering collections of dramatic textures by MITCHELL DESIGNS

Nature's own materials create three-dimensional appeal. “Warps & Weaves” for textures that invite the hand as well as the eye. “Dynasty”—individually woven and hand-loomed patterns. Both... ideally suited for residential and contract interiors.
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bones, suggesting a joyful coterie of dancers, creates a welcome contrast in front of a bland government building while carrying on a dialogue with James Renwick's venerable Smithsonian building across the street, and a simple, notched and stacked timber structure by Lloyd Hamrol nestles in overgrown Rock Creek Park, reminiscent of a cave.

As Hamrol said at one of the panel discussions, "Until recently sculptors always did their work in situ; what we're doing is carrying on and developing a long tradition. Monumental sculpture has the power to reduce the spectator to an ignorable and dispensable partner "in a world ruled by architects," as one sculptor put it. Concurring with some regret, R. Randall Vosbeck, FAIA, noted that "art is always the first thing to be cut out of a budget. Often, however, the designer has the perception that the artist is oblivious to both architecture and the user." Some of the artworks will remain on view for several months.

Consulting Engineers Prizes

The American Consulting Engineers Council's top prize, the grand conceptor award, has been given to Williams & Works for the modification of Detroit's wastewater treatment plant.

Another 15 awards were presented last month. Energy related projects preeminent were the coal gasification of the University of Minnesota's Duluth heating plant, Orr-Schelen-Mayeron & Associates; the large-scale offshore soil investigation for evaluation of oil tracts, gas leases and offshore facility design in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea, Harding-Lawson Associates; modification of the Chief Joseph Dam, Seattle, Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergeaud; the Bicentennial Center, Salina, Kan., where temperature is controlled by one of the nation's largest heat pump systems, Bucher & Willis; the energy-conserving design of the Seattle-Doctors Pavilion of the Swedish Hospital Center and renovation of existing buildings, Bouillon Christofferson & Schairer, and the expansion of the Edwin J. Dusznyski Resource Recovery Center, Warzen Engineering, Inc.

Five wastewater treatment plants were honored: The Kings Grant Advanced Wastewater Treatment system, Burlington County, N.Y., Gerald E. Speitel Associates; the Wastewater Facility Improvement, City of Shelton, Wash., Kramer, Chin & Mayo; the Upper Occoquan Sewage Authority Regional Water Reclamation Plant, Manassas Park, Va., CH2M HILL; improvement to the water pollution control facility of Palmetto, Fla., Glace & Radeliffe, Inc., and the industrial wastewater treatment facility for the meat processing plant of Hillshire Farm, Inc., New London, Wis., Foth & Van Dyke & Associates.

The remaining awards went to the site investigation and foundation design of the North Pacific Paper Corporation newsprint mill, Longview, Wash., Hart-Crower & Associates; the fast-track reconstruction of the Hartford Civic Center Coliseum, Ellerbe Associates; historic preservation of the Upton Building, Minneapolis, Bakke, Kopp, Ballou and McFarlin Engineers, and the modernization and expansion of the Peavy Co. flour mill in Minnesota, Conkey & Associates.

Practice continued on page 38
BLIND AMBITION.

How you design with Bali one-inch blinds depends, of course, entirely on your point of view. That's our point, though. It only depends on you. Because with Bali, you can be as ambitious as you want to be. No matter what shape your imagination is in. And regardless of your colors.

Here, a little Blind Imagination helped establish a very imaginative beachhead. An office built inside a geodesic dome structure, featuring triangular windows and custom cut Bali blinds.

It's clearly a case of applied geometry. While this office may also be a special case, we've always been especially good at figuring all the angles.

We've also added some new optional features to make your finished jobs look better. One-position cord lock, limited tilter and clutch tilter are all available.

We've even specified our blinds in a simple CSI format to permit ready reference for procurement packages. And we'll make these specs readily available to you.

So, specify Bali. We'll help your ambition soar.

BALI BLINDS
1979, Marathon Carey-McFall, Loyalsock Avenue, Montoursville, Pennsylvania 17754, Division of Marathon Manufacturing Company.

I'm ambitious. Send me your free brochure, The Tracks of the Trade.

Name _______________________
Company ______________________
Address ______________________
City ______________________ State ______ Zip
Telephone ______________________

BALI BLINDS
BALI IS BLIND IMAGINATION.
Howmet can be as creative as you are.

We manufacture the finest custom aluminum ceiling grid available. And we do more. Because our job is to turn your design into reality. And that takes special care as well as a special product.

We work closely with architects, such as Vlastimil Koubek, to determine the most efficient methods for each particular job. Virtually endless possibilities are available using Howmet's custom ceiling grid designs.

They come in a wide range of anodic finishes and acrylic enamels. Even dual color combinations. For complete details, contact David Nipper at (501) 234-4260. Ask about our standard ceiling grid, too. No matter what your design needs may be, Howmet can help you create your masterpiece.

Vlastimil Koubek, Washington, D.C.

HOWMET ALUMINUM CORPORATION
A Member of the Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann Group
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS DIVISION
P. O. Box 40 • Magnolia, AR 71753 • (501) 234-4260
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Disciplining Professionals

What is claimed to be the “first complete overhaul” since the turn of the century of the process by which New York State disciplines professionals is the subject of a package of bills that has passed in the state legislature. The legislation, which was supported by the New York State Association of Architects/AIA, reduces the time span for disciplining professionals and increases penalties for misconduct. A new department within the state education department, according to the legislation, will control all processes, including investigation and prosecution.

The legislation would reduce the time it takes to determine the validity of charges brought against architects, doctors and other professionals to 18 months, a process that the sponsors say now takes up to five years in some cases. Also, a “consumer” representative would take part in all hearings involving licensed professionals. Further, in addition to forfeiting licenses to practice, the legislation would apply a fine of $10,000 for each charge, rather than abiding by the current system of a top combined fine of $5,000 for all proved improprieties. About 450,000 persons would be affected by the legislation. Currently, state agencies receive 15,000 complaints annually against licensed professionals, and 3,000 are investigated.

Preservation Course Will Tour

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, an independent federal agency that advises the President and Congress on historic preservation matters, has organized a three-day course, “Historic Preservation and Federal Projects,” to explain how historic preservation laws and regulations relate to the planning and execution of federal projects. The course is now available for local sponsorship in any U.S. city.

The training course, which explains the review process required by law for any undertaking that affects a historic resource and uses federal funds or needs a federal license, can be sponsored or cosponsored by organizations, agencies or firms. The local sponsor is responsible for securing prepaid registration of participants and for assisting with local arrangements.

The course provides training presentations, an instructor, a council resource person, all course materials, audiovisual presentations and a copy of “The Course Book” for each participant to keep. Case studies are presented to represent special participant interest in grant-making, land management or fiscal licensing, with the local sponsor choosing which topic to emphasize.


DEATHS

C. I. Cromwell, Le Roy, N.Y.
Robert W. Dickerson, Lake Havasu City, Ariz.
Raymond P. Hughes, New York City
Charles Michael McKeeon, Denison, Tex.
Anthony Nocella, Kensington, Md.
R. A. Yaeger, Rochester

Eric Lyons, Hon. FAIA: President of the Royal Institute of British Architects in 1975-77, Mr. Lyons won many national awards for his design of both small-scale private housing projects and highrise residential schemes. He designed the new town of New Ash Green, Kent, England, and was the winner of an international competition for a tourist center in the Portuguese resort of Vilamoura. He died in London on Feb. 22 at the age of 67. Mr. Lyons was made an honorary fellow of AIA in 1968, and also held other international honors.
Introducing a remarkable lighting concept

IN DALUX® Luminaires

Elegant as it is functional, new INDALUX indirect ambient lighting furniture keeps pace with contemporary interior space design. Choose from many smartly styled luminaires in a selection of custom finishes to complement the most sumptuous executive suite.

Architecturally designed either to become instantly obscure or, if desired, to accent your decor, INDALUX luminaires provide soft, glare-free lighting in symmetric or asymmetric distributions. You provide increased visibility with improved efficiency and reduced energy consumption.

Portable plug-in installation allows simple relocation as your interior landscape changes to keep pace with new interior ideas. INDALUX luminaires also improve illumination for stores, libraries, churches, gymnasiums and many other living or working environments.

featuring exclusive INDALUX space lighting systems

For more information, write:

J.H. SPAULDING
1736 Drexman Avenue  Cincinnati, Ohio 45223
(513) 541-3486
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IN A WALL TO WALL COMPARISON BETWEEN BOLTA WALLCOVERINGS AND PAINT, THE PAINT WILL GET CHIPPED, CRACKED, SMEARED, BLISTERED AND BEaten.

Even after we've whipped the competition so convincingly, some specifiers still go with paint because paint appears to be cheaper; and it is. If you don't believe it look at the photos. However, the wall covered with Bolta vinyl covering will outlast the painted wall in durability and beauty by nine years to three. And even then the Bolta Wallcovering can be stripped off and replaced without causing business the long downtime of repainting. But durability is the secondary beauty of Bolta Wallcovering and we have over 800 choices of colors, textures and patterns for effects you can't get with paint. (Ever try to paint a herringbone pattern?)

So the next time you're doing interiors of a hotel, hospital, church, school or any commercial building reach for the Bolta Book. These beautiful wallcoverings will create a fresh atmosphere where fresh paint would only create a smelly one. 

If you don't have a Bolta Book for inspiration, call your rep from Reed or write Bolta Wallcoverings, Reading, Mass. 01867
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Design Concepts™
A New Age in Laminate

A group of thirty-eight extraordinary expressions—unique, preemptive. Originated in decorative laminate exclusively by Formica Corporation with guidance from its Design Advisory Board.


To receive samples, refer to our listing in Sweet's Catalog, Section 6, or contact your nearest Formica Corporation Distributor.

FORMICA® is a registered trademark of Formica Corporation, Subsidiary of American Cyanamid Company, Wayne, N.J. 07470.
It has been relatively rare for factories to grace the covers of architectural magazines. When it has happened, the factories most often have been shown from the outside, as idealizations of the machine esthetic (as above). The fact that an interior view of a factory appears on this issue's cover reflects the new architectural attention that is being paid to this building type as a working environment, a phenomenon further explored on following pages.

Also explored are continuing developments in the design of office spaces, the working environments for an ever-increasing number of Americans and the scene of a seemingly never-ending debate over open planning. The office story is essentially an update, since open planning (formerly called landscaping) has been subject of continuing scrutiny on the part of the JOURNAL for the past five years or so (perhaps partly because the editors work in the openness of the third floor of AIA headquarters).

This issue, as must be evident by now, has to do with the architecture of interior spaces, and it goes on to examine the roles of suppliers in interior design—including their growing role as clients of high-fashion showroom architecture—and, finally, some of the furnishings that they supply. D.C.
When Frank Lloyd Wright's S.C. Johnson & Son administration building first opened in 1939, it caused an appreciable sensation. Employees found it a beautiful and welcome place in which to work, critics saw it as a significant example of modern architecture and many who visited the building believed it offered a glimpse into the future. A writer for the Milwaukee Journal described the building as being "... like a woman swimming naked in a stream."

The principal feature of the building—in fact, its very core—was the great hall. This vast, central workroom is viewed today as one of the first examples of open office planning. In light of the attention now given this approach, a re-evaluation of the Johnson administration building seems in order: How well did the great hall work when it first opened, and how well does it work today? What changes have been made and what lessons does the building offer?

To judge from a recent inspection of the building, interviews with employees and a talk with Wright's representative who supervised construction (New York architect Edgar Tafel, AIA), the great hall worked very well indeed when it first opened and continues to function effectively today, more than 40 years later. Few changes have been made during this period of uninterrupted use and a study of the design reveals several inevitable lessons about open planning.

The idea of an open office shaped the design from the begin-
Left, the great hall as it appeared in 1940, the year after the building’s opening. Above, the same view today. Furniture lay­outs have been rearranged several times, but other changes (such as drinking fountains and desk lamps) are hard to spot.

As he has written, Wright conceived of the building as essentially one connected, continuous space. This was no casual application of abstract architectural theory, but was meant to reflect the very nature of the company itself, for the openness gave tangible expression to the paternalistic, progressive attitude of the company’s directors. Work was to be conducted in one open, beautiful space; as nearly as possible, divisions between clerical workers and supervisors were to be eliminated; even the pent­house offices of the directors, partly screened by glass tubing, were to connect through a monumental well to the hall below.

In 1938, Wright wrote, “Architectural interpretation of modern business at its best, this building is designed to be as inspiring a place to work as any cathedral ever was in which to worship.” He believed the sense of wholeness and communal endeavor embodied in the design of the physical enclosure would be both stimulating and beneficial to those who worked within. To him the building expressed the ideal of work in a democratic society.

It is such beliefs that give real meaning to the concept of open office planning. Wright had first translated them into corporeal form in the 1904 Larkin Co. administration building in Buffalo, a building he later described as the father of the Johnson adminis­tration building. The Buffalo building was demolished in 1950, but research by John F. Quinan of the State University of New York

Bob Thall
A ‘gently protected, luminous space.’

York at Buffalo has shown that there, too, the form of the building reflected the organization of the company and was meant to symbolize the beliefs of its paternalistic owners.

The location of the Larkin building within an industrial area was also similar to that of the Johnson building, and in both instances Wright screened exterior views and created an inwardly focused building. For Wright, neither location was ideal. He even tried—unsuccessfully—to get Johnson to relocate the company to a rural site. But precisely because these buildings were designed as self-contained units and were not dependent on any particular view, they offer a more broadly applicable model.

The volumetric organization of the two buildings differs markedly and has proved crucial in each case. In the Larkin building, most of the clerical workers were placed along open balconies overlooking the central court where directors had their desks. The relatively narrow dimensions of these balconies proved restrictive when changes in staff assignments were made. In the Johnson building, most of the clerical workers occupy the broad space of the great hall, surrounded by supervisors along the perimeter at both floor and mezzanine levels. According to company officials, the generous area of the space—approximately 128x208 feet—has provided an adaptable place that allows for staffing changes without architectural alterations.

Yet the raw dimensions of the space are almost an incidental component of its success, for it is the architectural definition of the space that is extraordinary and that makes it work in a way few open plan offices can. Through effective manipulation of structure, light and details, Wright created an open space so persuasively complete that no one has felt compelled to make the sort of decorative changes that have often disfigured major buildings. This in itself is a mark of considerable achievement.

Instead of roofing the space with a single span, Wright chose to structure it as a series of cubical bays. He developed his famous golf-tee columns, each a little over 20 feet high and placed at 20-foot intervals in both directions. The slim lower dimensions of these columns do not interrupt the flow of interior space, but instead make it palpable. The flared tops provide a sense of shelter without being confining. As in an Arabic mosque, the repeating bays are inherently nonhierarchical and suggest a series of places where a person can feel a sense of individual space yet be a part of the whole. The generous height of the space enhances these qualities.

Just as the flared tops of the columns do not quite touch, so the enclosing wall stops short of the ceiling plane. Freed from structural obligation, this wall serves obviously as a screen rather than a support. Connecting the wall with the perimeter ceiling and the ceiling with the central capitals are the translucent bands of glass tubing. Through this tubing a liquid, partly diffused light floods the interior space, reinforcing the image of luminous space that is gently protected but not oppressively closed. Such architectural details as the rounded corners of the walls reinforce this image and develop the strong sense of spatial continuity that Wright sought. He described the effect as one where
The perimeter of the great hall and the adjacent reception foyer. Brass handrails have been added to meet OSHA parapet height requirements. Marble sculpture, below, has been added for reasons unknown. Below right, the elevator cage.
Furniture reinforcing the forms of the space.

"weight . . . appears to float in light and air." Within the space, the Wright designed desks and their extensions together with low banks of files provide a flexible, informal means of defining selected areas.

A carefully selected range of materials and colors contributes to an aura of calm. The same brick is used for exterior walls and interior partitions. Its Cherokee red color is repeated in the floor, on the metal portions of the furniture and in the upholstery of the chairs. The creamy white of the concrete structure relates to the color of the simply detailed stone trim and to the light wood of the desk tops. The curved forms of the Wright designed furniture reinforce the forms of the space itself; their horizontal lines of metal tubing reflect the raked horizontal joints of the brick walls and the glass tubing of the clerestories and skylight. There are, in effect, no disruptive elements.

The great hall has a grandeur and nobility that make one want to be there and, judging from employee response, to work there. It is like a protected grove of trees. The space contrasts effectively with the dark, low area of the porte-cochère, and with the tall, narrow well of the vestibule. From the great hall there are views back into these related spaces and there is a sense of physical connection through the vestibule well to the directors' offices on the upper penthouse level. There are also views across the vestibule at the mezzanine level to the semicircular space planned as a movie and lecture theater for the employees. Circular staircases at the perimeter link the main floor with the mezzanine, and additional circular stairs located within the great hall provide convenient access to generous lounges and toilets below. For the space is not only compelling, it is also convenient. Employees work in comfortable surroundings, within the grandest space of the building and with architecturally defined relationships to the company they serve. No low-ceilinged, anonymous loft space filled with shoulder-height partitions could begin to achieve these ends. And not only does the building symbolize the directors' concern with the welfare of their employees, it has also served to draw valued employees to Racine, according to Samuel C. Johnson, the fourth generation to guide the family firm (see Jan. '79, p. 63).

Although the number of people employed worldwide by S.C. Johnson & Son has increased more than 10 times since 1939, the building remains the administrative center of the company. Among the few alterations made to the building during this period of growth are the conversion of the theater to a cafeteria and the conversion of the parking garage and rooftop squash court that once flanked the porte-cochère to additional offices. It is to these that low wings of offices, also designed by Wright, have been added. But the great hall remains the supreme space.

The supervisors' spaces on the mezzanine and in the perimeter band of space below have been divided by movable, metal-framed partitions with glass and wood panels. These were provided for in Wright's original design and do not impair the unity of the space; a few were even installed at the time the building opened. Around the mezzanine a brass rail has been installed to raise the height of the parapet in accordance with Occupational Safety and Health Administration standards. Some bamboo shades have been added beneath the glass tubing at the perimeter. A few more desks and files have been added on the main floor, reflecting various shifts of departments and personnel. The original rubber tile floor has been covered by a carpet of the same red color and new electrical outlets have been added to supplement those Wright provided as integral features of the column bases. Otherwise, things are pretty much unchanged. The space itself is still remarkably quiet—yet one senses not the cold stillness of isolation or inactivity, but the stimulating hum of concerted effort, as in a great library. Altogether it sets an enviable standard for open planning.

Jürgen Joedicke, the German historian of modern architecture, once asked about the Johnson administration building: "Is there any point . . . in generating emotional values of this kind in an office block?" Yes, Mr. Joedicke, there is. For the building reflects a sense of humanity and personal commitment fundamental to any benevolent society.
Workplaces: 
The Open Office 
Revisited

Its proliferation continues as its impact on productivity is debated. By Andrea O. Dean

Three years ago, when we last reported on the state of office planning, a number of designers and environmental psychologists believed that the trend toward open offices had peaked. Today, some of the most prominent space planners, including Larry Lerner of SLS Environetics, Louis Beal of ISD and Hans Krieks of the original Quickborner Team, are convinced that the pendulum has, indeed, swung back to offices with walls and doors, as are such behavioral scientists as Michael Brill of BOSTI (Buffalo) and Charles Mauro of Charles Mauro Associates (New York City). Some of the largest corporate clients admit, though usually only off the record, that they are reverting to conventional offices.

Nonetheless, a study conducted by Louis Harris Associates for Steelcase and released three months ago shows that half the nation's white collar work force is now in open offices and that use of walled layouts has declined by 10 percent in the last two years. Latest figures from the Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturers' Association indicate that during each of the last three years sales of systems furniture, used primarily in open plans, have grown at twice the rate of conventional furniture;
A recent survey for the National Office Products Association projects that during the coming decade systems will widen their advantage over traditional furniture by 3 to 1. Also on the rise, however, is use of systems components in closed offices, a phenomenon which the figures do not address.

A sampling of four New York City office buildings, designed by prominent architects and now under construction, shows a marked contrast to offices of the major tenant in the most noteworthy of Manhattan office buildings three years ago, Citicorp Center, by Hugh Stubbins & Associates and Emery Roth & Sons. The new buildings are headquarters for Philip Morris, AT&T and IBM, plus a speculative structure at 499 Park Avenue. More about these after a look at Citicorp.

Citicorp's interiors were designed by each of its tenants. Citibank, whose offices fill 16 floors of the building (and were designed with help from Peter Sayer of Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum), chose a fully open plan. The remaining floors have conventional offices. Citibank's choice was determined by a need for flexibility, since about 20 percent of its employees move each year and in some divisions the annual "churn rate" is as high as

Top and above, the Steelcase system used by Citibank at Citicorp.
50 to 75 percent. Vice President Paul Palmeri estimates that rearranging Citibank's spaces costs only $4 per square foot.

The bank's steel panel system is laid out along corridors, in orderly fashion. Partition heights vary according to employees' tasks and rank; the highest are 75 inches. Junior managers' work stations are 9 feet 6 inches x 14 feet 3 inches; those for employees with titles up to and including assistant vice president are 118 square feet. Senior executives have very ample suites, with some full height partitions. Status is also indicated by location on the floor and different furnishings. Parabolic, single tube fluorescent ceiling fixtures deliver even illumination at low wattage; there is some supplementary task lighting. Since New York City codes require hard wiring, power sources are under the floor. Near the core of the building are conference rooms of various sizes, four for every 100 employees, on the average.

The overall effect of the Citibank is crisp, and working conditions appear good; the spaces are surprisingly quiet. Color is minimal and subdued; the image is purposely low key. Personalization of spaces is not prohibited, but neither is it encouraged. Unlike Citibank, Ulrich Franzen & Associates' design for Philip Morris headquarters puts a premium on creating small, personalized enclaves within the office. The layout is, in part, a reaction against free-form plans which the architects had found chaotic. There will be a combination of closed and open spaces. Rows of closed offices, paired back to back, will be perpendicular to a window wall. Each office will have a glass wall facing an open area where there will be two types of work spaces: One will be in a pod of four work stations with curved, 60-inch-high, three-inch-thick wood partitions; the other type will be a conventional secretarial station.

Hollack says the intention is to "use an open plan without losing the advantages of closed spaces, namely privacy, indication of status and a sense of personal territory." The closed offices will be for directors and managers, the curved pod for "coordinators" on their way up the corporate ladder. Most open spaces will be on a window wall. Partitions will be faced with heavy fabric to muffle sound and provide a surface for hanging and tacking personal objects.

The architects hope to give all employees a choice of systems...
components and are using task lighting in furniture to provide a sense of added personal control. Principal lighting will be from overhead U-shaped, recessed fluorescent tubes. Ceiling fans will help circulate air and add visual interest. A majority of windows will be openable; furniture finishes will be almost entirely white oak. Colors will be selected in keeping with the overall attempt to create a residential, friendly feeling.

Plans for the offices of AT&T headquarters (Johnson/Burgee Architects), as designed by Joe Rosen of ISD, are still in preliminary stages. They now call for private offices for all but secretarial and clerical staff. The interiors plan will follow the rectilinear configuration of the small floors. Rosen says, “A person moving into this building will have had a great deal of responsibility in his home office where he worked in a space about 15x20 feet. We can’t give him that here, but we have to provide confidentiality. For the middle manager, the private office is the American way of life.” Clerical spaces will be at the center and ends of each floor. Present plans are for low partitions in open areas, and use of a modified version of an existing system of furniture. Systems components will probably also be used in the smallest private offices. Lighting will be task/ambient with walls washed by movable track units. Ceilings will be a generous 10 feet in height. Acoustic panels and “white sound” will lessen the effect of noise.

I. M. Pei’s 499 Park Avenue building will provide New York offices for a number of international banks, each of which will design its own space. The Pei firm expects most to choose enclosed offices, because of “the nature of the tenant, the costliness of the space and its small dimensions,” according to designer Bernard Rice, AIA.

IBM is unwilling at this time to reveal any information about plans for its new headquarters building, designed by Edward L. Barnes, FAIA. There are reports, however, that dissatisfaction among managers and professionals working in IBM open spaces has prompted the corporation to adopt a policy of giving private offices to all employees above secretarial level.

These four new buildings demonstrate a number of changed attitudes toward open planning. There is general agreement today that whatever the configuration employed, offices must provide a variety of spaces from completely open to entirely closed. According to Fred Bach, an original member of the Quickborner Team, the number of conference rooms in the average headquarters building has increased during the last decade from one for every 100 employees to one for every 30 to 50.

The effort to put even top management in open offices in the name of democratizing the workplace has been virtually abandoned. As Jack Lowery, president of the American Society of Interior Designers, says, “Placing senior executives in open offices has become a joke, because we end up putting more space between them than if they were in private spaces.” Requests from middle managers and professionals for privacy are also getting a more sympathetic hearing. The prevailing attitude is expressed by Frederick Hendricks, chief of GSA’s interiors division: “For the rank and file, a move from bullpens to enclosed offices, because of the nature of the tenant, the costliness of the space and its small dimensions,” according to designer Bernard Rice, AIA.

IBM is unwilling at this time to reveal any information about plans for its new headquarters building, designed by Edward L. Barnes, FAIA. There are reports, however, that dissatisfaction among managers and professionals working in open IBM spaces has prompted the corporation to adopt a policy of giving private offices to all employees above secretarial level.

These four new buildings demonstrate a number of changed attitudes toward open planning. There is general agreement today that whatever the configuration employed, offices must provide a variety of spaces from completely open to entirely closed. According to Fred Bach, an original member of the Quickborner Team, the number of conference rooms in the average headquarters building has increased during the last decade from one for every 100 employees to one for every 30 to 50.

The effort to put even top management in open offices in the name of democratizing the workplace has been virtually abandoned. As Jack Lowery, president of the American Society of Interior Designers, says, “Placing senior executives in open offices has become a joke, because we end up putting more space between them than if they were in private spaces.” Requests from middle managers and professionals for privacy are also getting a more sympathetic hearing. The prevailing attitude is expressed by Frederick Hendricks, chief of GSA’s interiors division: “For the rank and file, a move from bullpens to enclosed offices is an improvement. But middle managers feel ripped off. Noise is always their first complaint; the second is loss of ability to carry on confidential conversations. This goes on, job after job. You have to say that if so many people have a complaint, it must be valid. We can prove with a meter that employees have speech privacy, but we can’t change the negative perceptions they have. The middle manager is the fulcrum of an operation. If he can’t function in an open office, we have to take him out of it. We have to acknowledge that open planning is not for everyone.”

Engineering improvements in lighting and wiring have made some systems easier to rearrange, though anchored telephones still limit movement. But conjecture is that phones will before long go wireless, an idea no more outlandish than was radio before Marconi. Says Hendricks, “Two or three years in the future, we’re likely to have not a phone but a communicator operating on FM transmission. There’s competition to Ma Bell now and customers will buy it.” There are complaints, however, that the supersophistication and complexity of newer systems has become a deterrent to moving office furniture. Hans Krieks contends that “by trying to do everything, the systems have become so complex that the dealer doesn’t want to handle them. With all the things they’re supposed to provide and hide and connect and link, you have to be a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering to take apart and reassemble these things.”

Hand in hand with the streamlining of the office has come a widespread reaction against standardized, anonymous spaces. In response, efforts are being made to give employees more control over their work areas, to break up large spaces into smaller pods, to use more natural materials and greater variation in furniture, partition heights and colors.

This increased sensitivity to employees’ needs and desires on the part of management reflects a mounting concern among corporations and government with raising office worker productivity, for reasons fairly obvious. American productivity is in decline while the growth rate of white collar workers, who already comprise 53 percent of all U.S. employees, is rising at twice the rate of blue collar workers. A result is a new interest and spurt in office productivity studies. Two are particularly significant.

One is a two-year project by BOSTI that is examining the effects of environment on worker output and satisfaction. It is being funded by GSA, the National Science Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts and such major corporations as American Seating, Owens-Corning Fiberglas, Bell Northern Research of Canada, Westinghouse, AT&T and the American Productivity Center in Houston. The other is a $2.5 million study by Booz Allen Hamilton that focuses on ways to improve managerial productivity. Funding is from ITT, AT&T, Xerox, IBM and 15 other large corporations.

BOSTI’s study, which is being directed by Michael Brill and Pamela Clayton, is surveying some 10,000 office workers before they move to open spaces, a month after relocation and again six to seven months later. The most interesting of its still preliminary findings is that 75 percent of all white collar workers
The system at right by Haworth, Inc., combining curved and rectilinear forms faced with wood, is equipped with three separate electrical circuits. American Seating's system (below) is one of several now used in private offices.

Balancing needs for interaction and privacy.

never move their offices, while a full 25 percent move an average four times a year. Though their survey is still incomplete and Brill and Clayton have not yet identified who and where the frequent movers are, it is already clear, says Brill, "that the flexibility inherent in systems furniture is essentially wasted in the vast majority of cases but insufficient for the remainder who move far more frequently than anyone would have guessed."

Surprising also is BOSTI's tentative conclusion that while everyone complains loudly about noise and lack of privacy, remarkably few would opt for a private office. The proportion is 30 percent, according to Brill's figures, which he explains in terms of what is called social facilitation theory. It holds, simply put, that people work better with others around. As Brill sees it, the open office is the only way to "balance the need for interaction with privacy, and our early findings are that the basic rationale for open planning is essentially sound." BOSTI's data on productivity are still in too rudimentary a stage to allow even preliminary conclusions. These will be based on self-ratings by workers plus ratings by their supervisors on "nine components of productivity." The major problem, says Brill, "is rating senior personnel. There is no adequate way to measure those folks."

Measuring and improving the productivity of professionals and managers is becoming evermore urgent, since one-third of the growth of white collar workers is comprised of employees above the secretarial level. "The real increment in productivity," says George Rand, an environmental psychologist at the University of California at Los Angeles' school of architecture and urban design, "is going to come from discovering the needs of these professionals and managers. No one really has thought about them because we think they take care of themselves. Today, managers are not just the top people who are the butt of all the jokes about ulcers and heart attacks, but they're also lower and midlevel people staring off into space."

Preliminary results of Booz Allen Hamilton's survey of 300 professionals in 15 organizations—14 of which are private, one public—indicate that "through thoughtful application of automated tools, a potential productivity gain of 15 percent can be achieved," according to senior vice president Harvey Poppel. Eleven of the 15 cases being studied have private offices; the remaining four have open, unpartitioned spaces. Poppel says, "A negative impact between productivity and these open offices was found because they encourage ad hoc—mostly one-on-one—meetings, which disrupt the flow of work." Completely open offices, he concludes, are not conducive to efficient work on a managerial level.

Individual systems manufacturers and users have been conducting productivity surveys for years. But so far these have yielded far more heat than light. For example, Westinghouse, in a study at a computer department in a major Eastern bank, found that employees processed more jobs per hour after moving to partitioned offices from bullpens. Michael O'Neill, director of marketing planning at Westinghouse, hastens to explain, however, "This doesn't mean partitioned spaces make people
more productive. All we know is that their output increased. It remains to verify results on other jobs, which we’re now doing. And we don’t know what it is about a situation that makes people work faster. Is it really the things that are reported on questionnaires? Or is it something else altogether?”

GSA’s Hendricks admits that “no one believes all the stuff about productivity that’s being pushed around. But if we do many BOSTI-type studies and find a solid basis for linking productivity and the built environment, it will open all kinds of options.” There is, so far, no hard evidence that such a link exists. As Herman Miller’s director of marketing of office products, Philip Mercorella, says, “The only thing that’s clear is that a good plan removes constraints to productivity.”

Many so-called productivity studies are, in fact, surveys of workers’ opinions on what would make them work more efficiently. The most widely publicized such studies were conducted for Steelcase by Louis Harris Associates. The first was released two years ago, the second this April. “The disheartening thing about the Steelcase study,” says psychologist Hugh Bowen of Charles Mauro Associates, “is that it is a study not of productivity but of attitude, and how attitude affects worker output remains a moot point.”

The most recent Steelcase survey polled 1,004 office workers in organizations of 25 or more employees, plus 203 corporate executives with office planning responsibilities. Among the principal findings was that increased pay ranked number one on a list of incentives that workers believed would increase their productivity. Most employees reported being relatively satisfied with the comfort of their offices. The two most frequently mentioned items they considered important were comfortable temperature and air circulation plus a distraction-free office. Sixty-six percent cited temperature as very important; only 43 percent reported it satisfactory. Sixty-one percent said being able to concentrate without interruption is vital; 51 percent complained of too much distraction. Among physical elements regarded important to working effectively, 85 percent mentioned good lighting (84 percent said they had it); 73 percent cited a comfortable chair (84 percent considered their own adequate). Just over half of those interviewed felt that improvements in comfort would improve their productivity and just under half said having more say in, and control over, their workplaces would “enhance the quality of the work,” in Louis Harris’ words.

Three years ago when we asked designers and others involved in office planning to consult their crystal balls for clues about the future, several predicted an imminent invasion into the office by what then sounded like very remote, Star Trek-like technologies. A proliferation of some forms of electronic office equipment has already begun. Among its effects has been the elimination of some clerical staff functions (though work tends to expand in direct relation to the amounts of sophisticated available machinery); the reclassification of many jobs and upgrading of some clerks to technical and professional status; constant shufflings and rearrangements of offices, plus an expansion in needed space to house equipment.

Until now, use of electronics in the office has been limited for the most part to such clerical and technical tasks as data and word processing, which are generally segregated into pools. John Connell, founder and executive director of the Office Technology Research Group, believes that “many companies are recognizing that’s the wrong way to do things, that the equipment has great value if it’s close to the people who use its output.” According to Connell’s Pasadena-based organization, whose membership has more than doubled in the last year and is comprised of senior executives of large corporations interested in “the office of the future,” pools are being broken up and operators and machines being transferred back into legal, marketing and other departments to become an integral part of the organization. He also says that “analyses show that word processing, if used simply as a way to get your typing done, is not economically justifiable. The real value of electronic equipment is not for the operator but for the manager who writes a letter and gets it back more quickly, who through electronic conferencing can communicate across the continent on his own schedule.” Along with others, Connell believes that it is just a matter of time before sophisticated electronics make large-scale incursions into managerial and professional offices. There are several reasons:

One result of increased use of photocopying and word pro-
The challenge of planning for future technologies.

Processing machines, in conjunction with new management practices that put a premium on everyone in the office knowing everything, has been to swell that nemesis of the office—paper. More important, perhaps, the potential to be gained from raising professional and managerial productivity is far greater than any benefit to be found from further increasing clerical efficiency, which has been the principal focus of systems designers and planners.

There is predictably strong resistance from managers to such change. As an over-40 executive of a large corporation puts it, “Us old folks, we love paper. Younger people seem much more comfortable dealing with information on CRTs and never holding it in their hands, filing it, putting it in their briefcases.” According to findings by the Office of Technology Research Group, resistance is caused less by the paper habit than problems posed by the keyboard. Says Connell, “If you have an electronic mail system that brings messages on a screen, it means you type out a note on the keyboard, it’s gone and you know the addressee has his answer immediately. Once that speedup of information becomes apparent, people get hooked on these things. But the first threshold is a tough one to overcome. It’s a challenge to status, because the boss doesn’t want to type and doesn’t want to look bad; make a mistake, the machine tells you you’re a dummy. Nonetheless, with time we’ll see more and more terminals in manager’s offices, and there are many questions about how that will be done. Is the terminal to go on a desk or credenza? Herman Miller is a member of our group and is doing interesting research—so is Steelcase—trying to figure out how to come up with some sort of built-in terminal arrangement. But none that has been tried exists today.”

The cost of machines remains high and most professionals and managers do not need them on a continual basis. The assumption is, therefore, that they will for the immediate future be found on movable wagons with plug-ins or in shared electronic workrooms.

The expectation is that the electronic revolution will give further impetus to open planning. Says Connell, “The flexibility of the open office is a huge advantage if you visualize a world where technology is continually bringing new developments into the office.” Nor are the new technologies expected to eliminate or even sharply reduce the need for person-to-person communications. As Michael O’Neil of Westinghouse observes, the purpose of computers is not to communicate with people just a few feet away. “In on-line situations, it’s very nice to be able to lean over the partition and ask the boss to come around and take a look.”

And Brill points out that “even if people’s day-to-day interactions diminish, negotiations will still require that we see nuances, inflections of expression. Any good negotiator wants to see his client’s eyes, hands. We will start seeing more conference rooms or arguing places that are augmented by electronic stuff.”

Others, like Charles Mauro, believe that mushrooming technologies will hasten the demise of open planning. The cost of errors will rise, he points out, making the noise and other distractions of working in open offices virtually intolerable. He adds, “Many office products of the future are going to have voice synthesizing capabilities; the computer will talk to you and you to—it—pure chaos in open office plans. Also, electronic printers still make lots of noise. We will have to either quiet them or design for them.” According to Connell, major vendors are already working to muzzle the machines and by the time they start talking, work patterns will have undergone radical change.

“We will move more into a world of networks where machines are interconnected,” he says, “and if you have a terminal and access to the network over a telephone line, you can operate almost anywhere. I think as that becomes more commonplace we will see people spending part of their work time some place other than at the downtown corporate office. They may work out of their houses, but I think it’s much more likely they’ll work out of a nearby suburban location, get on a terminal, tie in and do what they have to do. The downtown office will then be more and more a conference center for meetings of all kinds. The change will be gradual, but $3 a gallon for gasoline plus the fact that it’s becoming almost impossible to find secretaries in major cities—as opposed to suburbs that don’t require commuting or being far from children in cases of emergency—will make the satellite office more and more attractive.

“I think it’s pretty fair to say that we’re at sixes and sevens when it comes to planning for the office of the future. There is a lack of leadership. In the computer world the directions were established by IBM. This field is much bigger than computers, and one has to assume that it’s going to be a multivendor field. There’s no one company that can dominate it. So where’s the leadership to come from? Offices are organized around technologies or around disciplines. If you say the technologies are going to come together and that some of the disciplines will change as a result of using technologies, how do you plan for that?

“How do you bring the legal, accounting and personnel departments together? We keep coming back to the idea that the only way to pull it off is to get top management into the act. But top management usually couldn’t care less what’s happening in the office as a whole, rather, say, in the marketing or legal or personnel department. Most of the people working with these problems are not at all interested in the physical environment; they’re interested in all those funny little machines. And if you start talking to interior designers or space planners about technology, they quickly get back to color and layout. The basic problems are really behavioral. We all have to broaden our views.”

George Rand says, “A main problem for everyone to overcome is a built-in prejudice that people in offices are a ‘resource’ like a mineral or an oil field to be distributed and divided into job classifications, rather than as complete persons who need a proper habitat at work. We need to develop a whole new understanding of the ecology of work.

“It’s very scary for managers to contemplate future designs in which people aren’t sitting at work stations doing a recognizable task eight hours a day, where they’re doing their own scheduling, coming and going, having complex relationships with the work. It’s much easier to think of a giant assembly line where everybody’s doing his part. But even assembly lines require very complex protocol today. That metaphor doesn’t work any longer.”
Workplaces: Assembly Line Architecture

Factories get the kind of attention once reserved for offices. By Stanley Abercrombie, AIA
The terms "white collar" and "blue collar" no longer express the dichotomy they once did. This is not due just to a change in clothing styles; it is because of basic change in the way we work. George Nelson, FAIA, who, among his myriad accomplishments, is the biographer of the great industrial architect Albert Kahn, thinks that the character of office work space and the character of factory work space are becoming increasingly alike, and that the ideal form to house the emerging combination may be an open barn-like structure. "There never was an unloved barn," Nelson says.

And an observation by Theodore Kurz, AIA, chief of design, industrial division, for Smith Hinchman & Grylls, reinforces that notion: "The new single-story plants," Kurz says, "are higher ceiled and lighter in feeling than the old multistory factories." On the whole, he says, these new plants have "a less confining feeling." But, whatever the form of the future factory may be, there is reason to hope that architects will make the key contributions to that form.

That hasn't always been the case. Blondel's 1771 Cours d'architecture, written at a time when there were a few silk mills, porcelain manufactories and printing presses, but before the great factory proliferation of the Industrial Revolution, had, according to Nikolaus Pevsner's History of Building Types, "no more to say about factories than that they should look simple and solid, and that they should be built on the periphery of a town by a river."

And the Industrial Revolution just made things worse. William Blake wrote of England's "dark, Satanic mills," and Nelson, in his book on Albert Kahn, called the early factory "the step-child of the 1800s, a joy to no one save possibly its owners; it was sooty, ugly, a source of blight wherever it appeared; the condition of its workers was appalling beyond belief."

Kahn himself has been credited with the dictum—Ada Louise Huxtable has called it "the notorious dictum"—that "architecture is 90 percent business and 10 percent art." Perhaps a more palatable paraphrase would be that "building is 90 percent business and 10 percent architecture." Clearly, most industrial buildings have until recently been part of the 90 percent. Clearly, too, they are coming increasingly to be architecture.

Behrens, Gropius and Kahn himself were pioneers in this direction. "When I began," Kahn said, "the real architects would design only museums, cathedrals, capitols, monuments. The office boy was considered good enough to do factory buildings."

Modern practice continues the trend away from this attitude. At Smith Hinchman & Grylls as recently as 15 years ago, according to Kurz, engineers and draftsmen alone would have been assigned to turn out a factory design; now it would be unthinkable to assemble a factory design team without architects. And Dick Duell, AIA, newly appointed chief architect of the Ford Motor Co., points out that Ford's engineering department (which does not design buildings but offers in-house guidance to outside designers) has not only grown but changed in composition: Since 1960, the size of the department has doubled, but the number of architects in the department has almost quadrupled. When he first came to Ford 13 years ago, Duell says, "the company would just provide workers with good eating, parking and toilet facilities." Now there are the safety and health provisions demanded by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and more intangible provisions as well—"lighting, color, graphics, acoustics and general worker convenience and comfort."

These provisions did not stem wholly from altruism, of course. Enlightened self-interest is at work in many corporations to provide facilities workers like. Giffels Associates of Detroit, a 700-man architecture-engineering firm, 75 percent of whose work is industrial (and who collaborated in the design of this year's AIA honor award-winning Wayne State University Health Care Center), has recently finished a mammoth foundry building for the Caterpillar Tractor Co. A client request was that the designers provide an environment that would attract and keep workers. As E. B. Johnson of Giffels remarks, "This consideration wouldn't have been necessary a few decades ago." And, as Francis Murad of Giffels adds, design can also serve to increase productivity and reduce "factory blues."
A spreading concern for humane environments.

There may be increased humanitarian concerns among industrialists as well. According to Daniel Shahan, president of Albert Kahn Associates, Inc. (yes, 36 years after Kahn's death, his firm still prospers, having designed $750 million worth of industrial building in the last decade), “Those individuals involved in the decision-making process for the corporate-industrial client are today more aware of the impact of social and environmental influences in the design of their facilities than they were 10 years ago.”

Architects, naturally, share these concerns. Charles Gwathmey, AIA, of Gwathmey Siegel & Associates, a firm now undertaking its first factory commissions, says that “the reason architects are doing more work of this type is because people are people. The notion of labor being shunted away in some dreary loft space is, we know now, just not valid. Architects care about environments, and that includes work environments.” Marcel Breuer Associates’ factory work includes a long series of designs for the Torin Manufacturing Co. in the U.S., Belgium and Australia, and they are now at work on a two million square-foot factory for Philip Morris in Richmond. The factory space there will be double the height actually required for the manufacturing process, and windows will give workers views of trees, fields and grazing Charlois cattle. “After making some visits to plants that did not consider the working environment,” Breuer partner Herbert Beckhard, FAIA, says, “it is difficult to imagine building any kind of plant without strong consideration of that aspect of the building.”

These concerns are spreading. Morton L. Levy Jr., AIA, of Houston, upcoming chairman of AIA’s architects for commerce and industry committee, says the committee’s current projects include the development of postoccupancy evaluation criteria for factories, case studies of major industrial projects, formats for reporting the vital statistics of industrial buildings, information exchanges with the National Bureau of Standards, and analyses of project delivery alternatives. The committee plans to initiate an annual conference on factory design as well as a series of exhibitions of such design.

Just how has all this attention begun to affect the factory? First, to go from the outside in, the appearance of the factory building and its relationship to the surrounding town or countryside are now matters of frequent concern (sometimes necessarily, because of needs for community zoning approval). Clarence Roy of the Ann Arbor environmental planning firm Johnson & Roy sees greatly increased concern for factories’ “fitting in.” A dozen years ago, Roy says, only about 5 percent of his firm’s work was concerned with factory environments; now the figure is 20 percent.

Second, the building form itself is being reconsidered. For decades the stereotype has been a relatively large factory block, its ceiling height and bay widths determined by machinery requirements, and, appended to it, a relatively tiny executive office block. Workers in these two parts of the structure had their own parking lots, their own entrances, their own toilets and locker rooms, their own lunchrooms and—very definitely—their own work environments. The perpetuation of this labor-management distinction was supported by the differences in work tasks and also by the differences in work forces—one unionized, one not. The stereotype factory is still being built, but it is being seriously questioned. Olivetti, Volvo, IBM and others have found quite different solutions, and fresh ideas can also be seen in the all-in-one-structure part of Herman Miller’s Bath, England, manufacturing plant by the Farrell/Grimshaw Partnership. And, of course, there is Nelson’s notion of the barn as an office.

Third, there are changes inside—more windows, more light and air, more plants and more color. And a new sort of layout, too: Some of the “open plan” principles that have come to dominate the office environment are beginning to be applied to the factory. The Hewlett-Packard Co.’s minicomputer plant at Cupertino, Calif., has been testing for more than four years a modular partition-with-equipment system called Action Factory. (The manufacturer is Herman Miller Inc., which followed its Action Office line with Co/Struc, a system designed for use in hospitals and laboratories; Action Factory is a continuation of this development.) Workers in the new installation sit within metal skeletons of individual enclosures, from which parts containers, lights and work surfaces are hung as needed. The metal frames and all accessory parts are eminently flexible, and parts containers can be unhugged and trucked along to another work station whenever appropriate. In its first years of use, Action Factory reportedly cut labor costs by 6 percent and increased output by 10 to 15 percent. Similar installations for Texas Instruments have been testing equipment by both Herman Miller and Westinghouse Architectural Systems; the results there are said to have cut floor space requirements by more than 15 percent.

If there is important evolution these days in factory design—and we think there is—it is, admittedly, not sudden or complete enough to quite knock anyone’s hat off. Wade Martin, an environmental psychologist at Catholic University, agrees that the work environment is changing, “but not on a large scale as yet.” For one thing, the use of pre-engineered metal buildings (often designed without benefit of architect) continues to flourish. (“In some cases,” Mort Levy says, “they’re really the right answer.”)

And Kahn Associates’ Shahan says that “the challenge still remains for responsible architects” to apply their skills to the problem of factory design.

Even so, the factory is no longer the building that doesn’t matter. It is still a building where hard work takes place, but it has long ago ceased to be the medium and symbol of worker exploitation; it hasn’t been “Satanic” for some time now. The growing demand for quality factory design is obviously a good thing for architects, a development of potential value for the future of the profession; it is also a good thing for workers, a development of potential importance for the future of our democracy.

Below, Smith Hinchman & Grylls’ Deere & Co. engine works in Waterloo, Iowa. Bright graphics are on fabric banners laced to frames of plastic tubing. Right, Herman Miller’s ‘Action Factory’ equipment being tested in Hewlett-Packard’s minicomputer plant.

Daniel Bartush
In that sometimes mysterious realm where furniture, fabric and carpeting are marketed, art and commerce meet headlong at several intersections. One intersection, of course, is in product design, where esthetics are often demanded, but sometimes only in the service of sales potential. Another is in the design of the places where the products are presented. Here, in the field of showroom design, architects find opportunities for exercises of imagination that would be outrageously inappropriate for office, factory, hospital or institutional design.

Some recent examples are being given much attention—Robert Venturi's Knoll showroom in New York City, Gwathmey Siegel's Knoll headquarters building in Boston and Michael Graves' Sunar showrooms all over the country. And the results vindicate the clients' adventurousness. (Venturi, for example, has made a genuinely interesting environment from what was the most banal of low-ceilinged, column-bedeviled speculative office spaces.)

Although these are bright new names on the list of showroom designers, that list is a long, venerable and respectable one. Good showroom design has accompanied good modern furniture design from its beginning. Thonet, celebrating its 150th birthday this year, and Stow-Davis, celebrating its 100th, are closely tied to that beginning and even predate it. Steelcase, founded in 1912, is another eminence in the field, and Knoll and Herman Miller both had their starts (modestly) before World War II.

Hans Knoll began working with a young architect named Florence "Shu" Schust around 1940 (and later married her). Together they brought the latest design thinking to both Knoll furniture and Knoll showroom spaces. And at Herman Miller, J. D. DePree hired industrial designer Gilbert Rohde to head the design program and, after Rohde's death in 1945, hired George Nelson to succeed him. The '50s then saw a great proliferation of well-designed showrooms. The "Good Design" shows cosponsored by New York's Museum of Modern Art and Chicago's Merchandise Mart and masterminded by Edgar Kaufmann jr. showed the best work of many manufacturers in exhibitions designed by Paul Rudolph, Alexander Girard and others. Florence Knoll was doing a series of showrooms for her own company, Nelson a series for Herman Miller and Edward Wormley a series for Dunbar; all three were designing furniture for the same companies. Others at work on showrooms included Finn Juhl, Donald Deskey, Alvin Lustig and Marcel Breuer. In
the '60s, exhibition techniques pioneered by Charles and Ray Eames became important influences. New sophistication in exhibition lighting, developed by Edison Price and others, gave designers new tools.

Today, high standards of showroom design have become expected. Some of the current work is done by in-house leaders of manufacturing or importing firms—Pat Hoffman’s work for ICF; architect Stephen Kivi’s for a.i. (Atelier International). Some of it is done by the firms’ pet furniture designers—Thygesen and Sorensen’s Chicago showroom for Rudd International; Ward Bennett’s showrooms for Brickel. And most of it, of course, is done by unaffiliated architects and designers—Warren Platner and Harry Weese for Steelcase; Powell and Kleinschmidt for Gretchen Bellinger Fabrics; John Saladino for Thonet.

But these design lights are often hidden in relatively private bushels, for most showrooms are closed to the public. Behind the closed doors, architects are more than welcome, certainly, and even for others the doors may not be as firmly closed as they
once were. Both Herman Miller and Knoll have made forays into the field of direct retail sales, and it would be surprising if there were not more such experiments in the future. One reason is that the practice of charging for interior design services in the form of mark-ups on discounted furniture is a relic of the age of the lady decorator in flowered hat and white gloves; there is no continuing need for secrecy about price. Another reason is that the public's taste and the designer's taste have grown closer together. Thanks to pioneering stores like architect Ben Thomp-
Here are a dozen pages of new designs, selected without any attempt at being encyclopedic or representative. Our only criterion was that they seem to us attractive or interesting. Many of them were introduced at the very recent NEOCON (National Exposition of Contract Furnishings) at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart; some were introduced at the spring West Week at Los Angeles’ Pacific Design Center; some at New York City’s Designer’s Saturday last fall. Many of them have never been introduced publicly at all, being one-of-a-kind creations by craftsmen we think our readers would like to know about. And at least one, a chair by Arlington, Va., woodworker Peter Danko, began as a handcrafted prototype and has recently been adopted for large-scale manufacture. This is a minute sampling, of course, of a great volume of new products, but we think it is sufficient to demonstrate the variety (and sometimes, even, the wit) of current furnishings design.

Storage towers. Masquerading as skyscrapers on the opposite page and seen undisguised at left are the “Manhattan” roll front storage cabinets from Rudd International. Cabinet sides are of high-density fiber board; roll fronts of molded plastic; all surfaces have a lacquered finish. There are nine different cabinet sizes in the series, and they accommodate many different storage aids—shelves, file drawers, bottle racks and pull-out work surfaces.

Love seat. Combining traditional joinery with molded laminations of ash and rosewood, craftsman Steven Caldwell of Seattle designed this handmade piece recently shown at the American Craft Museum in New York City. Wool upholstery by Jane Danforth.
Chairs. Perhaps of all furniture design problems the most difficult is the chair, with its need to respond to complex loading situations and to various body shapes and sizes. And perhaps because of that complexity many architects have been attracted to the problem. Here are a few recent solutions, some by architects, some not, some serious, some clearly not.

For an outdoor lounge chair that folds—a chair design problem with additional requirements—Henry Glass designed the “Cricket” (1) for Brown Jordan. The frame is tubular aluminum with a baked enamel finish. The seat sling of polyester mesh can be changed by the owner. An articulated executive chair with either low or high back (2) is part of a series of body-conscious chairs by industrial designer Niels Diffrient for Knoll.

Chairs 3 and 4 are new continuations of the Bauhaus tradition of austere elegance. Paul Tuttle’s chromed steel and leather “Arco” chair (3) for a.i. (Atelier International) is winner of a recent design award at the Pacific Design Center. Stendig’s high-backed lounge chair (4) designed by Hans Eichenberger is also chromed steel with seats of leather or canvas. Another version of the Eichenberger design has a small circular tray table clamped to a chair leg.

Aimed for a moderately priced market is the “Spaghetti” chair (5), its seat and back of long strands of plastic tubing, either transparent or colored to match the steel frame. Designed in 1960 by architect Gian Domenico Belotti for an Italian resort hotel, it is now available here through ICF.

Two chairs hand-carved by Alan Siegel and copyrighted by the American Craft Council are the highly suspicious looking “Smiling Bandit” (6) and the more benign “Old Lady” (7). A handcrafted model that has been adopted by a major manufacturer is (8) molded from a single sheet of stacked wood veneers. The designer is Peter Danko, and the chair will be produced by Thonet.
More seating. Here are further chairs and sofas of different types, for different uses. Paul Tuttle’s “Leonardo” chair (1) for a.i. has legs of hardwood, seats and backs of washable, highly textured black polyurethane foam. Chrome legs are also available, as are an armless side chair, a high stool and a swivel-based office version. Also from a.i. is the leather and chrome seating designed by Archizoom Associates (2). Wedge-shaped seat cushions give extra support under the knees; bases are canti-levered tubing or five-footed with casters. Also five-footed to minimize tipping are (3) an armless desk chair with angled, fixed back from La-Z-Boy and (4) the “Auburn” swivel arm chair designed by Brian Kane for Metropolitan.

Most recent of Ward Bennett’s designs for Brickel is the small-scale, tautly upholstered “Low Chair” (5).

Sofas, above, include Turner’s “DS-95” (6), covered in naturally marked neck leathers. Sweet as lambs are Beylerian’s “Strips Sheep” chairs and sofas (7) designed by Cini Boeri and Laura Griziotti. The legs are wood, and the zip-off upholstery is stuffed with polyurethane foam. Joe D’Urso’s sofas for Knoll (8) are in several sizes and configurations, all featuring four-foot-deep end pieces that lend a sense of enclosure. Seat cushions eight feet long are continuous, without the usual between-cushion crevices. Across the back, a collection of loose square pillows. The table is also a new D’Urso design (see next page).
Tables. Paul Mayén's “Split-Drum” table for Intrex (1) can be used in a number of configurations, together, singly, or as matching end tables. It is 15 inches high, 30 inches in diameter, in four burl finishes, four plain wood finishes and 13 lacquer colors. The “Delta” oak cube (2) manufactured by Gunlocke has a solid oak frame joined with dowels, oak veneer top and sides, and stainless steel glides.

Joe D'Urso's low rolling tables for Knoll (3) are available in three sizes and two heights, in stainless steel, semigloss black or white, and high-gloss red. Several inset glass tops are available also, including some in wire glass. The “Clamp” table (4) by Indiana artist John W. McNaughton is 19 inches high, made of walnut, birch and glass. It was shown in the “New Handmade Furniture” show organized by the American Craft Museum, New York City.

Three table designs by architect Michael Graves (5) are shown in model form; they are not yet in production. Also one-of-a-kind is craftsman Peter Danko's wood and glass table (6); its structure utilizes the strength of glass panels in compression.
Lighting. Although chair design may be the most complex of furnishings design problems, lighting fixtures and lamps of good design are notoriously scarce. Here are a few that, at least, refuse to take themselves too seriously. The "Frisbi" lamp (1) is designed by Achille Castiglioni and imported here by a.i.; as shown, it is easily disassembled. Its translucent opal glass disk allows direct and diffused light to pass through, and also reflects indirect light to the ceiling.

Two lamps by designer Paul Mayén are (2) a six-feet-high, six-feet-wide floor lamp holding a fluorescent tube, sold through Habitat, and (3) a table lamp of translucent white plastic, sold through Architectural Supplements. The table lamp is 12 inches high; its 60 watt frosted lamp can be replaced through the base.

Lighting Associates' "Wing 50" table lamp (4) is 18 inches high, 22 inches wide and holds a 50-watt tungsten halogen lamp. "Knight Lamp" (5) is the work of New York City sculptor R. M. Fischer; it is 6 feet, 8 inches high and is composed of ceramic lighting fixtures, a metal lamp shade, wood, industrial tubing and boiler pipe.
Clocks. Meticulously crafted outsize clocks, for wall hanging or for use as low tables, are designed and made by Paul Persoff, New York. Standard sizes are 30-, 42- and 60-inch diameters, but Persoff also accepts custom orders.

Tapestries. Swedish tapestry artist Anita Graffman has produced many large and striking works; moreover, she puts them to the service of architecture in novel ways. The six tapestry panels in the auditorium of the Trygg Hansa Insurance Co. (1) can be grouped at the sides of the stage, as shown, or aligned to form a complete curtain. “Openings in the Night Sky” (2) is suspended as a plane parallel to the ceiling and “The Shores of Faro” (3), meant to be viewed on both sides, is a curving space divider on an aluminum frame.
Kid stuff. Children’s furniture is receiving grown-up design attention, and some of the results are appealing not because of cute little ducks stenciled all over them, but because of their basic structures. A series of molded plywood frames (1) has been developed as a prototype by University of Texas at Austin designer Jim Wallace. Using plastic nuts and bolts, children can fit the components together in many ways. (Wallace has devised 20, but children may devise still more, he thinks.)

Jim and Penny Hull began HUDDLE (Hull Urban Design Development Laboratory, Etcetera) in Los Angeles in 1970.

One of their designs (2) is a bunk bed of laminated fiberply tubes surfaced with vinyl. Table and stools are of the same materials. Dresser is of pressed wood with lacquered sides and is on roller-bearing glides.

The Kartell “School System” (3), imported here by Beylerian, is a highly flexible set of plastic components for kindergarten or early school use. Parts are screwed together (with a big red key) into many possible layouts, and the children themselves can make the changes, learning something about construction principles as they work. □
It's the growing consensus of the leading architectural and engineering firms in the land: the E&O program available through Shand, Morahan & Company is about the best coverage you can have, at a most competitive premium rate. That's why so many of the ENR top 500 design and construction firms are choosing our insurance.

But your firm doesn't have to be among the biggest to enjoy the best in Architects and Engineers Professional Liability insurance. Shand, Morahan also extends its uniformly excellent claims-made program and unmatched standard of service to more and more medium and smaller-sized firms as well. These firms enjoy the same experience and attention that only the nation's foremost source for professional liability insurance can provide.

If your present Architects and Engineers Liability policy or premium might benefit from an analysis and comparison with ours, we welcome your insurance broker's inquiry. Whether you're among the biggest, or just want the best.
Express yourself with Tretford.

Be flexible. Be versatile. The Tretford Carpet System is, in residential as well as commercial applications, design possibilities are as boundless as your imagination.

Tretford Broadloom is fusion-bonded and can be cut in any direction. It won't unravel or fray. Is virtually static free. Provides excellent acoustical benefits. As well as energy-saving insulation qualities. And it carries a Class A flammability rating. For continuous installation, Tretford broadloom literally flows over floors, walls, partitions, platforms, benches and columns. Two meters (6'7'') wide, broadloom is available in 38 colors.

Tretford Movable Modules are ideal for loose-lay installation with easy rotation or replacement in the future. Available in most Tretford colors, modules square off at a half meter (19 1/16').


Circle 77 on information card
USG® Gypsum Ceiling Panels help you meet special job conditions and close budgets... all without closing out some beautiful options. Such as a distinctive collection of texture-painted and vinyl-clad panels for interior and exterior applications. Or classic plain panels for interior use only.

Inside or out, these versatile ceiling panels do so much more than limited alternatives. They strongly resist abuse, offer easy vinyl-face washability, require little else in the way of maintenance. And you can get USG Gypsum Ceiling Panels for fire-rated applications. Other notable benefits include simple lay-in installation, impact and crack-resistance, as well as USDA approval.

Make the big cost-saving move that won’t show it on the finished job. Call your U.S.G. Representative for details on USG Exterior Gypsum Ceiling Panels or USG Interior Gypsum Ceiling Panels in 2x2' or 2x4' sizes. Or write us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60606, Dept. AJ 780.
when you can get low-cost, fire resistant ceilings like these.
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A ‘Front Row Seat’ for A Great ‘Extravaganza’


Giorgio Vasari, painter and architect of Arezzo, Italy, is best known as the author of *The Lives of the Most Excellent Architects, Painters and Sculptors from Cimabue to the Present Day*. First published in 1550, the book immediately established itself as the prime source of renaissance art and artists, and was steadily enlarged in subsequent editions. For more than 300 years it ruled until the patient labors of scholars and critics began to cut Vasari down to their size. (He was most vulnerable because of his “usual disregard for dates.”)

The late Professor T. S. R. Boase, sometime director of the Courtauld Institute, has now performed the needed task of rehabilitating Vasari in both biographical and critical terms. This rounded and carefully illustrated account will please everyone with even a cursory interest in the art of this period. But I must say at the outset that the architects do not receive the attention promised by the inclusion of the profession in the title of Vasari’s *Lives*, or that is merited by Vasari’s own career as an architect. While he did not begin to study architecture in any depth or to design buildings until he was 38 years old, and is not ranked with his teacher Bramante, Michelangelo or Brunelleschi, Vasari was the designer of the Uffizi in Florence and the Piazza dei Cavalieri in Pisa; the remodeling of S. Maria Novella and S. Croce, and the Palazzo Vecchio, in Florence, as well as the overall design of the Piazza della Signoria. It was none other than Michelangelo who urged him to turn to architecture and become qualified “an architetto molto adoperato.” Fortunately, much of his work, including his two houses in Arezzo, has survived, and to me it is more interesting than his painting.

With “quotes and anecdotes” the industrious Vasari brought alive the creative talents of the period in the *Lives*, echoed the talk and the gossip of the studio and workshop and recreated the legends of the past as well as the spirit of his times. What is seldom appreciated is that Vasari wrote his grand panorama of renaissance art in the midst of major commissions.

For his own lifetime, the great happening was the Sack of Rome, May 6, 1527, after which nothing was ever the same. “Rather the fall of a world than of a city,” as Erasmus wrote. But even in describing this great historical event, Vasari’s concern is with the damage to works of art and the lives of artists who fled “with only their shirt” from the Bourbon invaders. He brought his artists to life with anecdotal intimacy. He did not resist the role of a creature of his times, nor would one wish him to be otherwise; and nowhere else does one so authentically learn the “climate of opinion” of Florence in the long years of the de’Medici. While the youthful Vasari was fortunate in being placed in school with Ippolito and Alessandro de’Medici, it was from the Duke Cosimo that he later received his most significant patronage. Good use is made by Boase of the succession of Francesco de’Medici to demonstrate Cosimo’s deep personal interest in the arts. More broadly linked to the de’Medici, Vasari absorbed the humanistic education, the theatrical and artistic activities afforded by the court and the benefits of association with artists like Andrea del Sarto, his first teacher, and Michelangelo, who principally defined in Vasari’s mind the role of the artist.

Most of what Boase has to say about architecture is in his chapter on the *maniera tedeschi*. Gothic buildings like S. Petronio in Bologna and Milan Cathedral presented the problem “whether to complete the work in the original style or to adapt it to the new fashions.” Vasari’s anti-Gothic views, strongly expressed in the introduction to the *Lives*, had a far-reaching influence. And why not, when couched in the following denunciatory language: “We come at last to another sort of work called German, which both in ornament and in proportion is very different from the ancient and the modern. Nor is it adopted now by the best architects but is avoided by them as monstrous and barbarous, and lacking everything that can be called order. In their buildings which are so numerous that they sickened the world, doorways are ornamented with columns which are slender and twisted like a screw, and cannot have the strength to sustain a weight, however light it may be. . . . They made endless projections and breaks and corbelings and flourishes that throw their work out of all proportion; and often, with one thing being put upon another, they reach such a height that the top of a door touches the roof. This manner was the invention of the Goths, for, after they had ruined the ancient buildings, and killed the architects in the wars, those who were left constructed the buildings in this style. . . . May God protect every country from such ideas and styles of buildings!”

Vasari knew both Michelangelo and Raphael, and Boase’s chapter on these two artists is the climax of his book. But Vasari was at bottom a mannerist, and his affinities are closer to Pontormo, Bronzino and Salviati. As for later artists, Vasari was little impressed. “God help the younger generation,” he wrote, “that our art not become extinct. Here there are no new men coming on, nobody is willing to go through the drudgery of learning.”

Vasari was a workaholic. By the age of 30, he was finally established with a workshop and reliable assistants and collaborators—and major commissions. Sober, cautious, correct and reliable, he cultivated a reputation for finishing his work on time. When Cosimo de’Medici wrote to his son that “artists were difficult to handle and always take longer than they say,” he made a pointed exception continued on page 85.
The American Institute of Architects introduces an Unusual Addition to Its Line of Practice Aids—

Preventive Medicine for Headaches

The traumatic headaches owners get from uninsured adversity can be very contagious. The architect of a project struck by uninsured fire, or casualty, or unbonded contractor default may suffer embarrassment, economic loss, and countless hours spent in the notably unpleasant task of sorting out the mess.

Having recognized that sufficient construction bonding and insurance are in your own best interest as well as your client’s, however, you still have a major problem. Insurance and bonding is a complicated business, full of technical concepts and esoteric terminology. What aid can an architect possibly give to an owner struggling through the informational maze of bonds and insurance?

AIA Has the Help You Need. The definitive Second Edition of Construction Bonds and Insurance Guide. by Bernard B. Rothschild, FAIA, explains all the who’s, what’s, when’s, where’s and why’s of construction-related bonds and insurance, as required by AIA Document A201, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction. It provides invaluable guidance to—and mutual understanding of respective responsibilities among—owners, insurance advisors, and architects.

The Guide won’t make you an insurance expert. Indeed, it stresses the importance of an owner’s seeking the counsel of a qualified insurance professional. What it will do is define your proper role, as an architect, in relation to construction bonds and insurance, and give you a solid working knowledge of protective requirements and options.

Its handy looseleaf format allows you to augment the descriptive information provided with additional notes and documents from your own practice.

A Revolutionary Combination of Proven Ingredients. For the first time anywhere, the Guide brings together:

* Explanations of how construction bonds and insurance requirements are met, with special reference to widely used AIA Documents.
* A comprehensive glossary providing clear and concise definitions of relevant insurance industry terms.
* Samples of the many forms actually used by companies insuring construction projects.

The Guide explains how to start a project off on the right track by initiating the Owner’s Instructions for Bonds and Insurance (AIA Document G610), and how these matters are dealt with in the General Conditions of the Contract for Construction (A201) and other AIA Documents.

The discussion of construction bonds covers bid or proposal bonds, performance bonds, labor and material payment bonds, completion bonds, and maintenance bonds.

The Guide’s treatment of insurance details workers’ compensation insurance, employer’s liability insurance, the numerous specific elements of general liability insurance, and various endorsements to property insurance.

Included throughout these discussions are explanations of how levels of coverage are determined and paperwork is performed. Hints about special areas of vulnerability that the architect should be aware of, and notes about the considerations that apply to the architect involved in design-build project delivery of construction management.

In short, timely consultation of Construction Bonds and Insurance Guide will save everyone involved in a project from a whole range of paralyzing headaches.

Recommended Dosage: At Least One Copy Per Office. Having made the Guide available to your clients and their insurance advisors, you may find that the volume is constantly on loan. Why not buy an extra copy for office use only?

Order your copies now from Publication Sales, The American Institute of Architects, 1735 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, supplying the following information: firm name, correct mailing address, name of person to receive order, and AIA chapter affiliation, if applicable. Indicate number of copies you wish to order, and include payment with order (D.C. residents add 5% sales tax). Make check payable to AIA. Refer to catalog #2M163—Construction Bonds and Insurance Guide. $16 each to AIA member, $20 each to non-member.
You know us best for what we make—office furniture and systems that work and wear extremely well. But the products we make don’t solve your customers' problems all by themselves. It takes planning, execution, and an efficient delivery system to produce the results they’re paying for.

This is why we want to familiarize you with another side of Herman Miller. In hopes that, working together, we can meet those customer needs with the most intelligent solutions possible.

To begin, we offer a sophisticated program of services and software to complement your own—from computer based financial analyses to pre-planning, installation and employee orientation.

There’s also a comprehensive package of planning and support materials, to guide you to successful Herman Miller product applications. Consistently. With minimum effort.

Strategically located Herman Miller facilities put everything at your fingertips for client presentations, seminars and training sessions. Including AV / conference spaces and “gaming” areas, along with resident technical experts for consultation and assistance.

Experienced sales representatives, backed by facility consultant specialists, are available for collaborative efforts anywhere, anytime. And our exclusive Rapid Response® program actually ships frequently-used Herman Miller products within 48 hours of receipt of your orders.

It comes down to this. You shouldn’t have to scramble aboard any manufacturer’s corporate machine; theirs should cater to yours. That’s Herman Miller’s way of doing business. And more reason than ever to choose us as your partner in the process.

Write for our booklet, Your Partner in the Process: Herman Miller Inc., Marketing Department, Zeeland, MI 49464.
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for “Giorgio who is most prompt.” In other ways he was accommodating. He was frequently called in to finish what others had begun. He was a recognized expert in prices and contracts.

In addition to his work as painter and architect, Vasari also designed tapestries, ceremonial and festival decorations and other art forms. And, of course, he wrote.

Not only his masterpiece, the Lives, but other important works on technique, an extensive correspondence and the businesslike keeper of a uniquely valuable journal and account books giving a detailed day-by-day record of his professional life. As Boase says, “He is immensely knowable.” In the cinquecento, he knew them all. He was there when it happened, and he wrote it all down.

This furious activity was neither uniformly of high quality nor universally appreciated. When told that Vasari had completed his grandiloquent frescoes for the Cancelleria in Naples in 100 days, Michelangelo sourly remarked, “E si vede.” (“So it appears.”) Too often he appears to be a painter of bizarre allegories, admired at the time but not much appreciated since.

Throughout this book one breathes the exhilarating freedom with which artists designed buildings, frescoed walls, made sculpture, created gardens, produced stage sets and civic decorations, built fortifications and designed flood control and other engineering works. It is a front row seat to the greatest artistic extravaganzas of all time. Frederick Gutheim, Hon. AIA, Washington, D.C.

Design of Long-Term Care Facilities.

Laszlo Aranyi, AIA, and Larry L. Goldman. (Van Nostrand Reinhold, $29.50.)

We try not to think about nursing homes these days. This may be the result of recent press exposures of profiteering and inhuman conditions in some parts of the industry. It may also be a barely concealed guilt at the thought of our inability (reluctance?) to take care of our parents the way they took care of theirs. Nevertheless, as the old get more numerous and as their young remain rootless, nursing homes will play an ever larger role in housing our elders.

Architect Aranyi and nursing home director Goldman have written a how-to book for other architects and directors—a guidebook with “layout plans . . . ready to use.” It takes the reader through the initial steps in the establishment of a new nursing home, concentrating on financing. Then follows the bulk of the book, containing de­pendicular plans of Victorian structures once available by order from the 19th century firm of Bicknell in New York City. Shown above is a stable erected in Worcester, Mass. The cost to build was $5,000. Other structures included in a mix of Gothic, Romanesque and classical styles reflect Victorian of the 1870s. They are cottages, suburban residences, “first class dwellings,” schools, stores, churches, courthouses.

The authors hope that by use of this book “past mistakes in design would not be repeated and new ideas will be generated.” There are reasons to believe that the first hope—fewer design mistakes—can be achieved with this book’s help.

The lists presented are detailed and thorough to the point of redundancy. The designer can use them easily, and their use will guard against many possible errors, some major. In this respect, the book is very helpful.

The generation of new ideas is another matter. The checklist format, because of its look of completeness and focus on details, can lead to a checklist mentality. Checklists have been a part of design since long before Christopher Alexander put them on computer tape. Technological problems respond well to these lists. In nursing home design, however, the basic problems are human. Thus new ideas will come from the designer’s values and understanding, not from checklists. The designer must raise this understanding to a higher level of abstraction, giving form to analyses that are thorough, human and elegant. The chief weakness of this book, then, is that it offers us many “how-to’s” but not enough “why’s.” Even the bibliography in the book is thin.

Design will not solve the problems of the aged. It can only provide settings for solutions that will be primarily social, economic and, we would hope, personal. This book, in turn, will not solve the problems of designing for the aged. Instead, it provides a useful if narrow set of guidelines. The rest is up to us.

Lo-Yi Chan, FAIA

Getting Down to Business with Your Microcomputer. James A. Gupton Jr. (Northbridge, Calif., Sourcebooks, $9.95.)

The miniaturization of electronic components brought us the personal, hand-held calculator in the ‘70s for a few dollars. For a few hundred dollars in the ‘80s we can get a personal computer and for a few thousand a business computer. This is due in part to a chip the size of your fingernail known as a microproces­sor, which contains electronic circuits formerly requiring a roomful of wires and hot vacuum tubes.

Usually, with less computational capabilities and information storage capacity than a computer or minicomputer, the microcomputer is coming into its own as a sophisticated toy (electronic games) and hobbyist’s delight—a home as well as an office machine capable of crunching words, numbers and pictures.

To an architect, this might mean specifications, accounting and drawings. The so-called word-processing functions can include any text that is used more than once, including repetitive correspondences.
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ence, brochure pages, mailing lists, room and opening schedules, equipment lists, as well as architectural and engineering specifications. The number-processing functions can include payrolls, accounting and other aspects of financial management, construction cost data and, when combined with word-processing, can generate invoices and statements. Graphics capabilities, both in monochrome and color, are of much interest to architects but are not available on the same machines. There are exceptions, but there is little on this subject in the book.

Gupton's book is written for everybody, but the architect just starting to get interested in computer applications can benefit from it as a very beginning introduction to the subject. The author carefully explains the workings and capabilities of the microcomputer, defining new words and phrases when they first appear. He gently guides the reader through the mysteries of CPU, CRT, RAM, ROM, bits and bytes, software and hardware. The floppy disk (not a hit-of-the-week record) comes in for its share of explanation. Various brands and models of hardware are discussed and illustrated, and the importance of software selection prior to hardware acquisition is stressed.

The section on small business applica-
Is electricity aiding growth, and saving oil and gas? Just look at the figures.

There are some things that only electricity can do. Like lighting interior and exterior darkness for improved productivity and safety, powering motors that drive air conditioning and heating, energizing computers and office machines, operating countless tools and process equipment, and making living more pleasant with all sorts of consumer appliances from stereos and television sets to vacuum cleaners. Look at all the products and services using electricity. Chances are the ones you'd be willing to do without consuming very little power. In addition to these necessities, there are many other things that electricity can do in commerce and industry.

And, even more important, today only about 30% of electricity is generated from scarce oil and gas resources. That percentage will decrease even further in the future as coal and nuclear generation expand, helping to reduce demands for importing oil and natural gas.

Because electricity is so efficient, can be generated from many different sources and has unlimited applications, it has been the prime mover in offsetting the dramatic OPEC oil price increases and in sustaining worldwide economic growth since 1973. This was clearly shown in data compiled by the United Nations, analyzed by Fremont Felix of Gibbs and Hill, Inc., and reported in the November 1, 1979 edition of Electrical World.

Of 165 countries analyzed, 13 actually reduced their per capita use of energy while increasing their per capita gross national product (GNP). Energy conservation substantially contributed to these desirable results. But, their growth in per capita GNP was followed very closely by growth in per capita use of electricity. Among the 21 countries that achieved the highest average growth in per capita GNP, annual electricity consumption in kilowatthours per capita increased 6.0% while total energy use per capita increased only 3.8% annually.

Unfortunately, the annual United States per capita GNP growth of 1.7% was far below the best international average of 5.3%. But even here electricity has been fueling all of the expansion. There was a net decrease in nonelectric U.S. energy consumption between 1973 and 1977. Such conservation was made possible because electric utilities added 140,000 MWe of new generation capacity during that period. This greatly alleviated the economic disruption, unemployment, and inflation that otherwise would have been much worse. Annual U.S. electricity production has been following economic output very closely, while the change in total energy use per capita has been growing slower than total economic expansion. All these facts support the idea that increased use of electricity has been rescuing us and most of the world from the shaky energy balance following the international oil embargo.

As our energy needs continue to grow, electricity must continue to come to the rescue. Between 1973 and 1977, electricity supplied 72.5% of the world's additional energy needs. So, choosing electricity for up to 75% of the incremental addition to total U.S. energy needs would be a reasonable goal.

The incremental cost of additional electricity has been outpaced by the increasing costs of fossil fuels. Were it not for OPEC price increases for oil, the U.S. kwh price for electricity would be continuing the downward trend it followed until 1972, according to Gibbs and Hill, Inc. As OPEC prices continue to skyrocket, the cost gap probably will widen on a BTU basis, emphasizing the advantages of swinging our economic expansion toward electricity even more. By replacing oil and gas electricity generation with more coal and nuclear power, we could save an estimated $10 billion annually to offset the drain of U.S. dollars to OPEC.

It is time to recognize the potential for electricity to aid the United States in solving our problems of inflation, economic stagnation, and declining productivity. If you would like to help and are engaged in designing and specifying building electrical construction or remodeling, write and ask to receive the quarterly Electrical Design Library. The EDL is a non-promotional, information-packed publication containing the latest electrical applications and recommendations for improved system performance. It is provided free of charge, compliments of professional electrical contractors throughout the country.

Think of it this way: "Electricity is not part of the problem; it is part of the solution."
Carpeting of Antron® III resists dirt better, stays new-looking longer.

The secret: Unique hollow-filament fibers.

Antron® III nylon is the only carpet fiber with a rounded hollow-filament structure. So it resists dirt better than other nylon fibers. The smooth exterior shape of Antron® III minimizes dirt entrapment, and the hollow-filament structure scatters light to make dirt less apparent. So the carpet stays new-looking longer than ordinary nylon carpeting.

Antron® III is durable. Pile of Antron® III resists crushing and abrasion even in heavy-traffic areas. Keeps its fresh, new look.

Antron® III controls static shock. Gives you protection that won’t wear out or shampoo out—because it’s built right into the fiber.

Ohio Bell chose carpeting of Antron® III in its Phone Center stores. Chances are, you will too.

Write for Specifiers’ Information Kit:
Du Pont Company
Room 37923 AJ
Wilmington, DE 19898

Installation: Ohio Bell Phone Center Store, Eastland Plaza, Columbus, Ohio
Architect: McDonald, Cassell & Bassett, Columbus, Ohio
Flooring Contractor: Fibercraft Carpet Service, Inc., Columbus, Ohio

*Du Pont registered trademark for nylon fiber. Du Pont makes fibers, not carpets.

Circle 84 on information card
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plains in readable prose the characteristics of tree growth, describing the relationships of trees to buildings and streets. In stressing the design considerations to be taken into account in selecting trees for urban spaces, he gives many examples in more than 200 drawings and photographs of branch structures of prototypical trees not in leaf, repeating the examples in a variety of contexts to point out varying design principles. He gives attention to esthetic and cultural criteria in the selection of trees for urban spaces, providing as well practical information on such matters as tree management and maintenance, root growth requirements and policy obstacles to the planting of trees.

Arnold is an experienced landscape architect whose book is recommended to all concerned with the urban environment. His message that “human artistry can improve on rural nature” without resorting to “copying” is a timely one.

Keck & Keck, Architects. Narciso G. Menocal. (Elvehjem Museum of Art, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 53706, $10.)

This is the catalog prepared for an exhibition of the work of solar architects George Fred and William Keck at the University of Wisconsin’s Elvehjem Mu-

s

sium of Art. Native sons of southern Wisconsin, the Kecks have appeared in books and articles recently because of their early contributions to solar architecture (see Dec. 1979, p. 48). The museum was fortunate in preparing the exhibition in that the State Historical Society of Wisconsin houses the archival materials of the firm.

The introduction to the catalog, prepared by Narciso G. Menocal, an associate professor of art history at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, describes the overall contributions of the Kecks, describing how in February 1933 when the House of Tomorrow was under construction for the Century of Progress Exhibition in Chicago, the workmen were comfortable in shirt sleeves. “It was then that the idea of heating a house by means of a ‘greenhouse effect’ occurred to him” (Fred Keck).

The Keck brothers went on to build their first solar house in 1935—the Wilde residence in Watertown, Wis. The catalog contains descriptions, photographs and plans of their designs over the period of 1926 to 1973.


Three Frenchmen have joined in the authorship of this book for the architect and engineer which is aimed at bringing theory and practice closer together. “If one wishes to make a start in bridging the gap between pure science, architecture and building services, where better to begin than in France?” asks the anonymous writer of the preface. He or she points to the fact that the French had an interest in solar power even before Descartes and “have had a record of developing alternative energy systems ahead of the rest of the world.”

The authors begin with an overview of what solar architecture is, citing examples in nature and in so-called traditional architecture. They cover the general principles of solar architecture, discussing among other things the laws of radiation, measurement of solar radiation at ground level, meteorological data for a given site and local geography.

Chapters follow giving detailed information on thermal data and design concepts. Another chapter gives practical examples of solar building, with three of the seven examples cited in this country. The examples outside the U.S. are houses in France and the Swedish Royal Academy in Capri, Italy. For each example, there are data on such matters as climate, collectors, storage, control, performance.

The final two chapters deal with economic data and legal problems posed by

continued on page 92
Steel Joist Construction—why you can still look at it as your most economical way to build.

- Steel joists can save on your labor costs by speeding up construction.
- More square feet covered per day—with a system of joist girders and joists. (Fastest way to get a roof on.)
- Steel joists let you install duct work, wiring and pipes simultaneously.
- Steel joists eliminate the time and expense of erecting temporary flooring and working platforms.
- Steel joists are made with modern, high-strength steels, allowing you to use less steel to meet structural strength requirements.

**Free! FIRST EDITION**
Combined Specs, Load Tables and Weight Tables for steel joists and joist girders.
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solar energy use. The authors conclude that the "development of solar technology is justified and reinforced by the desire for national energy sufficiency, but solar energy seems best suited to answering the problems of energy supply at the family, rather than the national level, or, at best, being used to supply several families." To find a solution at the town level, they say, all the energy flows in and out of the town would have to be considered. If this were possible, we might find the answers to the problems facing us, they say.

The Mansions of Long Island's Gold Coast, Monica Randall. (Hastings House, $27.50.)

Monica Randall begins this book by saying that some of the most lavish parties in American literature were given by Jay Gatsby on his estate on Long Island's North Shore. Described in F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby, the mansion that was his inspiration was bulldozed, as were many others, and the houses that have been spared are usually inaccessible to the general public. These magnificent mansions were commissioned by the Vanderbilts, the Guggenheims, the Woolworths, the Morgans.

In this book, Randall brings these treasures to us all. There are 265 color and black and white photographs that she has taken over the past 15 years, often just before the wrecking crew arrived. She takes the visitor on a visit to 45 of the mansions, describing the social life of the people who lived in them and discussing the architectural features of the interiors and exteriors of these impressive manor houses. As director of the North Shore Preservation Society, she is well versed on her subject.

Homes in the Earth. Larry S. Chalmers, AIA, and Jeremy A. Jones, AIA. (Design Concept Associates, N. 14 Howard St., Spokane, Wash. 99201, $9.95.)

The architect authors of this book say: "It is our hope that the designs shown in this book will inspire still other thoughts in the reader for their own home in the earth. Permission is given to all other architects, designers and builders to use any of the ideas and plans . . . under their own responsibility." This is not only a book of designs, but a statement of the belief that this type of structure has an important place in meeting housing needs during an energy-scarce period.

There are 40 examples of earth sheltered housing, including such intriguing titles as triangle cabins, tunnel home, snail plan, atrium mound plan and radiating plan. This nicely drawn compendium of design ideas for earth sheltered housing will be useful to any architect interested in designing in the earth.

Michael B. Barker, AICP, Administrator, AIA Department of Practice and Design.


This comprehensive reference work for architects, engineers and contractors and for others concerned with construction, such as government officials and appraisers, is a valuable tool, guiding the user through specifications language, code interpretations, multiple meanings of construction terms and other matters pertaining to construction. Written by an architect and construction specifier who draws upon years of experience and research, the book is organized into the 16 divisions of the Construction Specifications Institute's Masterformat and the Uniform Construction Index's specifications format. Two other divisions are also included: professional services and construction and technical, scientific and related data.

In addition to an index of 182 pages, there are reference data sources, abbreviations for terms and tables of weights and measures for both the U.S. and the metric systems.

It is a book for repeated use.

Walk-up or Wheel-up, Haws serves best.

A fine combination of material and functionality, Haws Model HWCLTD dual height water cooler is rugged, attractive stainless steel -the perfect choice for any building requiring special drinking facilities for the handicapped and non-handicapped.

For full details, write Haws Drinking Faucet Co., P.O. Box 1999, Berkeley, CA 94701

Haws WATER COOLERS

63 hospitals depend on EPICORE® Deck for hanging, loading and fire ratings.

Life-cycle flexibility is critical in hospital design. EPICORE's dovetail ribs and two hangers are the key. Both hangers can be inserted without tools anytime after the slab has cured. Allowing mechanical and medical support equipment to be installed with the greatest efficiency and the least disruption.

Find out what EPICORE's lifetime hanger system, heavy loading and top fire ratings can do for your next project. Contact Bob Ault, Vice President - Engineering.

EPIC METALS CORPORATION

Eleven Tafton Avenue
Rankin, Pennsylvania 15104
(412) 351-3913

Standard Hanger
Safe load capacity: 200 pounds *

Wedge Bolt Hanger
Safe load capacity: 1000 pounds *

*Providing the floor system is designed to support this load.
THE CHOICE BETWEEN VOLUNTARY AND COMPULSORY STANDARDS

One of the major problems facing American producers and consumers today is the imposition of compulsory standards by government agencies. Manufacturers, users and consumers may be permitted to testify at a government hearing but in the end the standard is written and self-approved by the agency itself.

There is a wholesome alternative to compulsory standards. The alternative is voluntary standards in which representatives of consumers, users, industry and government sit down at a table as equals and agree among themselves on what is best for the common good.

This is precisely the process that has taken place at NSF for 35 years. NSF standards for many kinds of products associated with the public health have been generated voluntarily in NSF conference rooms in Ann Arbor. Government has often been represented by the EPA, the FDA, the USPHS, the Armed Forces of the United States, the Institutes of Health and many other departments. Representatives of such agencies sit at the NSF table as co-participants in negotiations with industry leaders and such health-oriented organizations as the Conference of State Sanitary Engineers, the American Public Health Association and the National Environmental Health Association. Also at the table are public-minded representatives of major trade associations such as the National Restaurant Association, the Society of the Plastics Industry and the National Swimming Pool Institute.*

Aiding them in the process of standards development are neutral NSF meeting leaders whose sole interest is an agreement that will benefit the public health.

Standards resulting from such round table negotiations represent balanced, equitable, voluntary agreement of government, industry, consumer and user.

This is the American way of doing things, and NSF is proud to be a part of the process.


National Sanitation Foundation—an independent non profit, non governmental organization dedicated to environmental quality. Offices and laboratories: NSF Building, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48105 (313)-769-8010
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The 1980-81 president of the American Consulting Engineers Council is Everett S. Thompson, president of the Grand Rapids, Mich., firm of Williams & Works. William R. Ratliff, senior vice president of Turner, Collie & Braden, Houston, is president-elect.

Sir Peter Sheppard, Hon. FAIA, has been knighted by Great Britain's Queen Elizabeth II, in recognition of his "services to architecture." He is now professor of architecture and environmental design at the University of Pennsylvania, where he served from 1971 until last year as dean of the graduate school of fine arts.

Harry Weese, FAIA, of Chicago has been awarded an honorary doctor of arts degree by Chicago's Columbia College.

Charles F. McAfee and Ronald Fanning each won winner and runner-up trophies in the fourth architects national tennis matches held in Cincinnati prior to the opening of the AIA convention. The one-day, open round-robin tournament was sponsored by Olympic Stain. McAfee defeated Fanning in the singles finals, and then, with Marshall E. Purnell, lost in the doubles to Fanning and Dick Miller.

Women are entering the field of engineering in unprecedented numbers, according to the Engineering Manpower Commission. In 1974, there were 744 women among 41,407 engineering graduates; in 1979, there were 4,714 women among 52,598 graduates.

The National Sculpture Society has awarded its Henry Hering medal for "outstanding collaboration between architect, owner and sculptor in the distinguished use of sculpture in an architectural project" to Julian H. Harris, FAIA, as sculptor; Tom Collum as architect, and O. Ray Moore as owner, for the American Security Insurance company's headquarters building complex in Atlanta. A sculptured eagle by Harris is the building's focal point.

Minoru Yamasaki, FAIA, of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., is the recipient of a 1980 book award, presented by Gov. Dixy Lee Ray of Washington state. He is honored for his autobiography A Life in Architecture. The awards program is sponsored by the state library commission and Friends of the Washington Libraries Foundation.

The Society of Architectural Historians has presented its Alice Davis Hitchcock book award for the "most distinguished works of scholarship in the history of architecture published in North America during the preceding two years" to The Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bay, 1625-1725, by Abbott Lowell Cummings, and to Paris: A Century of Change, 1878-1978, by Norma Evenson.

Gary T. Moore, director of the environment-behavior research institute at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, has been elected chairman of the Environmental Design Research Association.

The 31st architecture and gardens tour of Japan, planned and directed by Kenneth M. Nishimoto, AIA, will depart on Oct. 9 from California. The 22-day tour is designed specifically for architects and allied professionals. Contact: K. M. Nishimoto, AIA, 30 N. Raymond Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 91103.

A new space for the exhibition of architecture in New York City has been inaugurated at 369 Lexington Ave., a restored 28-story office building. Provided by real estate developer and art collector Harry Macklowe, the space for the presentation of drawings, photographs and other documentation is incorporated into the neo-Palladian lobby, designed by Stephen B. Jacobs Associates. The first exhibition is on "Manhattan Town Houses: Richard Meier/James Stirling."

Konrad Wachsmann, emeritus professor of architecture at the University of Southern California's school of architecture, is the first recipient of the Richard Neutra medal from the department of architecture, California State Polytechnic University at Pomona.

"The Nation Builds for Those Who Served" is the title of an exhibition at the University of South Carolina's school of architecture, which celebrates the Veterans Administration's 50th anniversary, taking a look at the architectural diversity of its buildings. The exhibition runs through Aug. 29.

Henry N. Cobb, FAIA, a founding partner in the New York City firm of I. M. Pei & Partners, has been appointed chairman of the architecture department, Harvard graduate school of design. He replaces Gerald M. McCue, FAIA, who has become dean of the school.

The American National Metric Council has elected Robert B. Kurtz, senior vice president of General Electric, as chairman of its board of directors.

A second catalog of slide/tape talks by architects (see Nov. '79, p. 19) is available from Monica Pidgeon, 5 St. Anne's Close, London N6 6AR, England.

"Guidelines for Improving Practice," a series of loss prevention publications for architects and engineers, is available at no cost to professionals insured through Schinnerer, and to others at a subscription fee. Contact: Victor O. Schinnerer & Co., 5028 Wisconsin Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016.

The American Association of Engineering Societies has been formed with more than 38 member organizations representing almost a million engineers. The coordinating organization is "dedicated to improving the profession, advancing science and technology and the unified application of a broad range of expert knowledge to increasingly interrelated problems and concerns of modern society."

"Handbook of Roofing Knowledge," a booklet that details the state of the art in roofing technology, is available at an introductory price of $4 (plus $1 for shipping and handling) from the National Roofing Contractors Association, 1515 N. Harlem Ave., Oak Park, Ill. 60302.

The AIA Foundation's Octagon committee has three new members: Charles L. McMurray, AIA, Charlotte, N.C.; Roy E. Graham, AIA, Williamsburg, Va., and William R. Johnston, assistant director of the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore. The committee advises the professional curatorial staff of the Octagon, a historic house museum in Washington, D.C., owned and operated by the AIA Foundation.

The National Conference of Lawyers and Environmental Design Professionals has been formed to provide a forum for the exchange of information and ideas on legal and other matters pertaining to the environment. It was formed as an outgrowth of meetings between the Interprofessional Commission on Environmental Design and the American Bar Association.

"Code Monitor," the first newsletter dealing exclusively with Massachusetts building codes and standards, started publication in February. Published 12 times a year by Herbert Eisenberg, AIA, it is available by subscription to architects and others interested in code changes and developments. For a sample copy and information, write Code Monitor, 29 Temple Place, Boston, Mass. 02111.

Warren Platner Jr., FAIA, of New Haven, Conn., has received the Rhode Island School of Design's "RISD Athena," an award that annually honors "creativity and excellence in the world of art and design."
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Don’t let drafty doors waste energy dollars

The Inryco® Telescoping Door reduces air leakage for long range savings!

Air infiltration through vehicle door perimeters wastes energy—can add hundreds of dollars per door per year to a building’s operating costs. The Inryco Telescoping Door reduces such waste dramatically. Tested at 1.56psf air pressure (25mph wind) it achieved an infiltration rate of only 0.93cfm per foot of perimeter. Calculated rates for most other doors are at least three to six times higher. That translates into substantial life cycle savings.

Check the Inryco Telescoping Door before you specify. In addition to energy conservation, its unique design provides high cycle usage, offers long term maintenance savings, reduces down time and curtails noise.

For full details, see our Catalog 36-1 in Sweet’s, section 8.8/ln, or write for a copy: Special Products Group — Milcor Division; INRYCO, Inc.; Dept. G-4127; PO. Box 393; Milwaukee, WI 53201.

Inryco
an Inland Steel company
General Offices: Melrose Park, Illinois
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Skylights. Skylights are available with 100 percent acrylic double domes or flat insulating safety glass. They have a stainless steel hinge pivot; an aluminum, removable screen, and heavy duty aluminum flanges and retainers. (Wasco Products Inc., Sanford, Me. Circle 179 on information card.)

Computer Aided Drafting System. CDA System consists of a DEC LSI-11 computer, Tektronix 4014 graphics CRT, coordinate digitizer, automatic drafting plotter, disc and software for drafting. (DATA TECHNOLOGY, Inc., Woburn, Mass. Circle 178 on information card.)

Executive Desks, Credenza. Designed by Irving Lepselter, 380 Sigma and 381 Sigma desks and 382 Sigma credenza are available in wood grains—oak, walnut, teak, English brown oak, pau ferro with oil finish and Carpathian elm burl in natural or dark—with closed pore polyurethane finish. Standard widths for 380 and 381 Sigma are 66, 72 and 78 inches. 380 is 36 inches deep with flush back. 381 is 40 inches deep with conference back. Both are 29 and one-fourth inches high. The 382 Sigma executive credenza has four equal size compartments that may be fitted with combinations of drawers and cabinet spaces with touch-latch hinged doors. (Stendig, New York City. Circle 174 on information card.)

Open Office Dividers. ScreenOne uses hand-sewn graphic patterns, and is available in 13 sizes, 40 colors, six trim options (oak, walnut, leather grain vinyl, full fabric, bronzed aluminum or polished aluminum) and two fabrics (woven polyester and nylon velvet). Curved and straight screens come in 55, 64 and 75 inch heights. Vista-Screen is available in two sizes—60x60 inches and 60x72 inches—with movable stabilizer base. The screen can be adjusted vertically or horizontally. It is available in three colors: suede, walnut and bittersweet. (Vogel Peterson, Elmhurst, Ill. Circle 173 on information card.)

Outdoor Lighting. The HPS Cutoff Luminaire has an aluminum reflector with anodized finish. All systems are furnished with an internal four num reflector with anodized finish. All systems are furnished with an internal four inch arm, a removable stabilizer base. The screen can be adjusted vertically or horizontally. It is available in three colors: suede, walnut and bittersweet. (Vogel Peterson, Elmhurst, Ill. Circle 173 on information card.)

Rubber Tile. Condor tiles are connected by interlocking tabs. The 12x12, 12x6 and 6x6 inch tiles have a wavy, ribbed surface with a knob-back and groove system on the underside. Each tile is five-eights-inch thick. (Pawling Rubber Corporation, Pawling, N.Y. Circle 172 on information card.)

Drawings Copier. The PD 178 engineering copier uses a proprietary pressure diazo system to eliminate the fumes and venting of ammonia systems. Its 48-inch printing width accepts standard metric drawing sizes. It uses a single fluorescent exposure lamp. (AM Bruning, Los Angeles. Circle 182 on information card.)

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Police Facilities Planning Study
City of Elizabeth, New Jersey

The City of Elizabeth is requesting proposals from consulting firms for the purpose of undertaking a Facility Planning Study for an upgraded Police Facility System. Firms experienced in the planning of these types of municipal facilities will be considered.

The project will involve a comprehensive analysis of future needs for the physical plant housing police and related functions. This analysis will identify existing deficiencies, future spatial requirements and relationships, building component make-up, and site requirements.

The completed planning report will be used by local officials in formulating a Program of Action and preparing site specific designs for an upgraded Police Facility System. It is intended that this study be used by architectural designers in the development of construction plans.

Proposals must be submitted by 4:00 P.M., Friday August 15, 1980. Proposers will be invited to make oral presentations to the Consultant Selection Committee in late August. Selection of the contract consultant is anticipated to be finalized by September 2, 1980. The planning study is to be completed by Monday, January 30, 1981.

SUBMIT PROPOSALS TO: Director Joseph Brennan
Elizabeth Police Department
35-37 Morrell Street
Elizabeth, N.J. 07201

DETAILS AVAILABLE FROM: Division of Community Projects
60 Winstead Scott Plaza
Elizabeth, N.J. 07201
Attn: Leslie S. Parker, Assistant Planner
Telephone: (201) 353-6000 Ext. 391
Vernitron/Better Built

STERILIZERS
WASHERS - DRYERS

For Hospitals—Central and O.R. Processing,
Laboratories, Animal Care,
Research and Production Facilities

In Manual or Automatic Systems

Now, the industry's broadest range of autoclaves, sterilizers, washers, and dryers provides the precise equipment to match your requirements. All are manufactured to exacting performance specifications.

Economy of design, operation, and maintenance adds up to system-wide cost containment. Equipment reliability and minimum service needs shrink downtime. Control accuracy and repeatability boost operator efficiency. Most standard replacement parts are available locally, eliminating the cost and clutter of stockpiled spares. And, professional service is a phone call away.

The Vernitron/Better Built Commitment: To provide the finest quality equipment, accurately matched to our customers' needs, and supported by the highest degree of customer-oriented service.

For more information, write or call today.

VERNITRON MEDICAL PRODUCTS
5 Empire Boulevard, Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072 (201) 641-5500
TELEX: 13-3345 CABLE: VERNIMED NEWYORK

Circle 93 on information card
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We make designing beautiful walls a lot less confining.

Introducing Colorline®, four movable wall systems with the design freedom you need for maximum space utilization, the beauty of more than sixty exclusive coverings, and the economy and ease of installation only a pre-engineered system can deliver.

For complete details about Colorline® wall systems, with matching doors and hardware, write or call today, or contact the Colorline® distributor in your area.

COLORLINE® 3.75 NEF®
A beautifully smooth, uninterrupted line, with No Exposed Fasteners (NEF). Superior sound control. 24", 30" and 48" panel widths.

COLORLINE® 2.75
Floor-to-ceiling beauty in 48" panels. Outstanding quality plus the widest choice of coverings and framing finishes in the industry—all at truly economical prices!

COLORLINE® 1.75
Three panel heights from 6’6" to floor-to-ceiling, give you the freedom to use existing light, heat and air systems, yet afford complete privacy and beauty. Fast and easy to install—even by your maintenance staff!

COLORLINE® II
Daempa Ceilings. A look America hasn't had before.

Dramatic, distinctive ceiling systems that combine European ambiance and American ingenuity. Famous Daempa™ of Denmark designs, unrivaled for beauty for decades, are now being made by Levolor—a name American architects have trusted for half a century.

There are six different systems, some with virtually invisible perforations, for optimum sound control. 100 Levolor colors, many finishes, truly a new high in ceiling design. What we did for the window we're now doing for the ceiling. For details, write Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, New Jersey 07030.